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I. STATEMENT OF ISSUES 

Issue One: 

Issue Two: 

Whether a finding that Forrest General's CON Application is economically viable 

is contrary to the manifest weight of the evidence. 

Whether the Department's determination that Forrest General may relocate a 

portion of its orthopedic service, but not the entirety ofthat service, to a location 

remote from the main hospital campus, is contrary to the Department's own rules 

and regulations, and thus exceeds its statutory authority. 

Issue Three: Whether the Department's finding that there is a need for this project is contrary 

to the manifest weight of the evidence. 

Issue Four: Whether, in the face of its undisputed financial statistics, Forrest General's 

Application to relocate a portion of its orthopedic service can reasonably be found to be 

consistent with the General Goal of the State Health Plan that it accomplish "some cost 

containment. " 
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II. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

This is an appeal from a decision of the Mississippi State Department of Health ("the 

Department") on a Certificate of Need (CON) Application. The Appellee, Forrest General 

Hospital ("Forrest General"), is a Mississippi, not-for-profit, tax-exempt general acute care 

hospital, owned by Forrest County. Forrest General operates five-hundred, twelve (512) beds 

and is governed by a seven-member board of trustees. Forrest General proposes to relocate thrity 

(30) of its existing thirty-seven (37) orthopedic beds to a new hospital facility to be constructed 

on behalf of Forrest General by one of two orthopedic groups practicing in the Hattiesburg area-

Southern Bone and Joint Specialists ("8BJ"). The proposal is that SBJ will build the new facility 

adjacent to SBJ's clinic offices and single specialty ambulatory surgery center, but in a location 

remote from Forrest General's hospital campus, and lease space to the hospital for operation of 

the relocated portion of its orthopedic service.! Staff Analysis at 1 (Hrg Ex. 3). 

On December I, 2005, Forrest General filed a CON Application seeking approval from 

Department of its plan to construct a new "hospital facility" and to relocate thirty (30) orthopedic 

beds to that facility where they would continue to be operated as orthopedic acute care beds. As 

the basis for its Application, Forrest General stated that the wing of its current facility where 

orthopedic services are primarily provided is outdated and too small to easily accommodate 

wheelchairs and other equipment commonly encountered in the treatment of orthopedic patients. 

CON App. at II-2, 3; III (Hrg. Ex. 2). Forrest General contended that its plan to relocate thirty 

(30) of its orthopedic beds to the proposed new location adjacent to Hattiesburg's largest 

orthopedic group (SBJ) would benefit the hospital by forging a closer bond between it and the 

orthopods. Forrest General took the position that this relocation would not cause any adverse 

Exhibits from the Hearing on this matter (which are in the Record) are referred to herein as "Hrg. 
Ex. ." Referenced portions of the Hearing transcript are referred to by the name of the witness and the 
transcript page number. Where referenced portions ofthe record are being provided along with this brief, 
that is noted by either R.E. (record excerpt) or App. (Appendix). 
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impact to existing service providers in the service area because it will not add any bed capacity 

to the service area, and therefore (according to Forrest General) will not be in a position to take 

patients from the existing providers. CON App. at 1lI-7 (Hrg. Ex. 2). 

Forrest General argues that the project will be financially feasible and estimates it will 

experience a loss of $2,323,000 in the first year, a loss of$831,000 in the second year, and an 

income in year three of$155,000. Ex. I to CON App. (Hrg. Ex. 2). 

After considering the Application, the Department's Staff issued its Staff Analysis 

recommending approval of the Application. Wesley Medical Center ("Wesley") filed a timely 

Request for a Hearing During the Course of Review. 

CON applications for the construction of a healthcare facility and those for the relocation 

of acute care beds are subject to review in accordance with Miss. Code Ann. §41-7-191(1)(d)(xii) 

(1972, as amended), as well as duly adopted rules, procedures, plans, criteria and standards of the 

Department. The Department reviews all such applications for compliance with the State Health 

Plan in effect when the application is filed - in this case the 2006 State Health Plan ("SHP")

and Section I ofthe Mississippi Certificate of Need Review Manual. 

The Hearing requested by Wesley took place on August 14 -15,2007. Wesley 

participated in the Hearing as an affected party as permitted in the CON Review Manual. At the 

hearing, legal representatives for Forrest General, Wesley, and the Department were present. 

Thirteen (13) witnesses testified, and twenty (20) exhibits were either identified or introduced 

into evidence. Approximately sixty (60) days following the Hearing, the parties submitted their 

post-hearing briefs (proposed findings offact and conclusions oflaw), and the Hearing Officer 

issued her opinion on January 25, 2008. In her opinion, the Hearing Officer found that Forrest 

General's project satisfies the requirement of economic viability, that it constitutes a permissible 

relocation of beds and services, and that there exists a need for that relocation. She 
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recommended that the Application be approved, and at the monthly CON meeting, the State 

Health Officer concurred in that recommendation, approving the Application. Hrg. Officer's 

Final Opinion (R.E. 3). 

Wesley timely appealed the Department's decision to the Chancery Court of the First 

Judicial District of Hinds County. Wesley contended before Judge Patricia Wise that the 

Hearing Officer's opinion was inconsistent with the law, exceeded the statutory authority granted 

to the Department, and contained multiple conclusions and findings that were contrary to the 

manifest weight of the evidence. Judge Wise considered the briefs of the parties and heard oral 

argument on the matter. She issued her opinion, dated June 20, 2008, affirming the 

Department's decision. Chancellor's Opinion (R.E. 2). 

Contrary to the conclusions of both the Hearing Officer and the Chancellor,2 Forrest 

General did not satisfy the requirements imposed on its Application by either the SHP or the 

CON Review Manual. As is demonstrated herein, the Department exceeded its power by giving 

approval to an Application for a project that will not be economically viable, that proposes an 

illegal relocation of a portion of a service, and for which there is no real need. Its findings were 

in some respects contrary to the manifest weight ofthe evidence. The Chancellor, likewise, 

erred. Both the Department and the Chancellor should be reversed, and Forrest General's 

Application remanded for disapprovaL 

2 The Court should note that in this case the Hearing Officer's opinion was, in its entirety, nothing 
more than a near-verbatim copy of Forrest General's post-hearing brief. This is important because the 
parties submit post-hearing briefs simultaneously following a CON hearing. Forrest General's brief (and 
thus the Hearing Officer's final opinion) includes no consideration of the issues raised by Wesley 
following the Hearing. While it is axiomatic that parties submit post-hearing briefs in order to assist the 
Hearing Officer in making a final recommendation to the Department, it is not appropriate for the Hearing 
Officer merely to adopt into one party's brief (including misstatements contained therein), and fail even to 
acknowledge the other party's arguments. The Hearing Officer's action in this regard calls into serious 
question whether adequate consideration was actually given to both sides of the issues in this matter. 
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III. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

The summary of Wesley's argument on this appeal is very simple: in its decision to 

approve Forrest General's Application, the Department completely ignored its own rules and 

requirements, as well as the evidence presented in the Hearing on this matter. Specifically, the 

Hearing Officer recommended approval of an Application which the evidence clearly 

demonstrated: 

I. failed to satisfy the economic viability requirement; 

2. was an attempt to relocate a portion of a service (orthopedics), which the 

Department's own representative testified is not permitted; 

3. seeks a project that is unneeded; and 

4. will nnquestionably NOT promote cost contaimnent. 

Economic Viability 

The evidence in this matter, largely supplied by Forrest General's own Chief Financial 

Officer, demonstrated without any question that Forrest General's orthopedic program has lost 

money in the past, is losing money now, and will continue to lose money after this proposal is in 

place. The evidence demonstrated further that in preparing the CON Application, Forrest 

General's financial personnel gave little or no real thought to the compilation of expense items 

and revenue calculations. Instead, they guessed. They speculated. And in so doing, they 

omitted numerous expenses and understated others. The result of the inquiry was a clear answer 

- that this project will NOT make money by the end of its third year of operation. That instead, a 

service area which, at Forrest General, has been losing millions of dollars armually, will be, in 

part, relocated to a more expensive setting where the very factors that have been the cause of the 

armuallosses to date will actually get worse. There is no way the Department can reasonably 

have come to the conclusion that this project meets the economic viability requirement. And it is 
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just that - a requirement. For this reason alone, as is set forth in detail herein, the Application 

must be disapproved. The Department and the Chancellor simply made the wrong decision in 

refusing to recognize this issue as a "deal-breaker." 

Relocating a Portion of a Service 

At the Hearing, the Department's own representative testified that a portion of a service 

area, such as orthopedics, cannot be relocated under the State Health Plan and the Certificate of 

Need Review Manual. Underlying this testimony was his stated belief that Forrest General's 

Application was, nonetheless, approvable, because Forrest General did not propose to relocate a 

portion of its orthopedic service, but the whole service.3 When the evidence adduced from 

Forrest General thereafter demonstrated the contrary - that Forrest General absolutely plans to 

relocate only a portion of its orthopedic service (30 of37 beds) - the Hearing Officer simply 

ignored that evidence and recommended approval anyway. The Department's approval of that 

recommendation is reversible error. 

No Need Exists 

As is fully discussed herein, Forrest General's entire argument regarding the alleged need 

for this facility is based on what it contends is the outdated state of its current physical plant, 

specifically the size of some of its patient rooms and the width of the doorways between the 

rooms and the bathrooms. Forrest General's entire argument breaks down, however, due to the 

simple fact that it is relocating only part of its orthopedic service. If Forrest General's need 

argument is to be believed, then one would have to conclude (1) that renovation of Forrest 

General's facilities is not a possibility (which the evidence at the Hearing showed is not the 

case); and (2) that only SBJ's patients net;d larger rooms and wider doorways, while the patients 

J The Department's assumption was not ill-founded, as Forrest General's Application never indicated that 
anything less than the entirety of its orthopedic service was proposed for relocation. See, e.g., CON App. 
Section III, Item 7, under No. 10 (will "relocate existing orthopedic services and staff' - no indication of 
less than 100%). 
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of the Hattiesburg Clinic physicians are just fine in the current facility. Because of the 

discrepancy in treatment of these two separate groups of physicians, both of whom do the 

majority of their orthopedic practice at Forrest General, Forrest General's need argument fails. 

Otherwise, Forrest General identifies nothing in support of its need argument other than 

the fact that doing this project will significantly enhance the hospital's relationship with the SBJ 

physicians. That simply is not a legitimate basis for a finding of need. As is detailed in the 

following pages, there is no need for this facility. 

There is No Evidence of Cost Containment 

Forrest General's orthopedic service is losing $2 to 3 million annually. Here, they 

propose to provide orthopedic services in not one, but two locations - increasing operational 

expenses, increasing capital costs, and requiring duplicative personnel, equipment, and services. 

There is NO evidence of cost containment. This project will cost more and result in greater 

losses on orthopedics than Forrest General is experiencing now. 

IV. ARGUMENT 

A. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

The scope of review of an appeal ofa final order of the Department is controlled by Miss. 

Code Ann. §41-7-201(2)(f), which provides in part that: 

[t]he order shall not be vacated or set aside, either in whole or in part, except for 
errors oflaw, unless the court finds that the order ... is not supported by 
substantial evidence, is contrary to the manifest weight of the evidence, is in 
excess of the statutory authority or jurisdiction of the [Department], or violates 
any vested constitutional rights of any party involved in the appeal. ... 

(Emphasis added). 

Appellees likely will contend that this standard is set so high as to be virtually 

unreachable. It is not, nor was it intended to be. For while courts have uniformly recognized the 

existence of a presnmption in favor of the Department (or any state agency), the statute expressly 
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recognizes that the Department can "get it wrong." Furthermore, when the Department does get 

it wrong, the statute mandates that the right decision must be imposed by an appellate body. 

Indeed, as this Court has held on many occasions in the specific context of certificates of need, 

any decision by the Department that is not supported by substantial evidence OR that is contrary 

to the manifest weight of the evidence not only may be reversed - it must be reversed. See 

Mississippi State Department o/Health, et al. v. Natchez Community Hospital, 743 So.2d 973, 

977 (Miss. 1999) (attached as App. A), citing Mississippi Real Estate Comm 'n v. Anding, 732 

So.2d 192, 196 (Miss. 1999). And, while "substantial evidence" has been defined by this Court 

as "more than a scintilla," Mississippi Code Annotated §41-7-201 recognizes that even in cases 

in which "more than a scintilla" of evidence exists to support the Department's decision, if that 

decision is, nonetheless, contrary to the manifest weight of the evidence, it must still be reversed. 

In other words, where the Department's decision may have a minute body of evidence supporting 

it, but the majority of the evidence presented is to the contrary, that decision cannot stand. 

Here, the Department's decision is unquestionably contrary to the manifest weight of the 

evidence on at least two points - either of which, alone, requires reversal. Specifically, the vast 

majority of evidence presented at the Hearing on the issue of economic viability established that 

Forrest General failed entirely to prove that this new orthopedic facility will be profitable by the 

end of its third year of operation. In addition, Forrest General was unable to demonstrate any 

true need for this project. Instead, the evidence showed that ifthis project goes forward, it will 

compromise the very existence of Forrest General's already struggling orthopedic service line. 

In addition, the Department clearly exceeded its statutory authority in allowing Forrest 

General to relocate only a portion of its orthopedic service. 
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In ignoring these critical factors, the Chancellor connnitted similar error to that 

connnitted by the Department. The Department's decision in this matter simply does not pass 

muster under the statutory standard of review. That decision must be reversed. 

B. THE DETERMINATION THAT THIS APPLICATION IS ECONOMICALLY 
VIABLE IS CONTRARY TO THE MANIFEST WEIGHT OF THE EVIDENCE 

The most glaring failure by Forrest General to meet the requirements for approval of its 

CON Application was the absence of evidence sufficient to establish that the project is 

economically viable. Indeed, the testimony from its own CFO, Ed Tucker, was most damaging 

of all. On direct, Tucker recited all of Forrest General's "talking points" - stating that he had 

taken a "conservative approach" and that this plan offers an "opportunity for economic 

improvement." When questioned about the details of his financial analysis, however, Tucker 

crumbled, recognizing that, at best, this project is "more feasible" than the current operation, 

which he acknowledged is regularly losing $2 to $3 million a year. The Hearing Officer and the 

Chancellor gave credence to the first part of Tucker's testimony and apparently disregarded the 

rest. Their action in so doing was inappropriate and resulted in wrong decisions. This issue 

alone requires reversal of the Department's decision. 

In order to demonstrate economic viability, every application must satisfy General 

Review Criterion 4, which provides as follows: 

Economic Viability: The immediate and long-term financial feasibility of the 
proposal, as well as the probable effect of the proposal on the costs and charges for 
providing health services by the institution or service. Projections should be 
reasonable and based upon generally accepted accounting procedures. 

a. The proposed charges should be comparable to those charges established by 
other facilities for similar services within the service area or state. The 
applicant should document how the proposed charges were calculated. 

b. The projected levels of utilization should be reasonably consistent with those 
experienced by similar facilities in the service area and/or state. In addition, 
projected levels of utilization should be consistent with the need level of the 
service area. 
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c. If the capital expenditure of the proposed project is $2,000,000 or more, the 
applicant must submit a financial feasibility study prepared by an 
accountant, CPA, or the facility's financial officer. The study must include 
the financial analyst's opinion of the ability of the facility to undertake the 
obligation and the probable effect ofthe expenditure on present and future 
operating costs. In addition, the report must be signed by the preparer. 

CON Review Manual at 57 (Hrg. Ex. 6). To satisfy this requirement, the Department has 

consistently required that every applicant must show that its project will be profitable by the end 

of its third year of operation. Every applicant knows (or should know) when it prepares an 

application that its financials must satisfy this standard. Forrest General, being no stranger to the 

CON application process, certainly was aware of this requirement before it ever filed its 

Application. The Department's Chief of the Division of Planning, Sam Dawkins, testified on the 

first day of the Hearing in this matter. He left no doubt that if Forrest General's project could not 

be shown to be profitable by year three, then its Application would have to be disapproved.4 

Dawkins at 53-54 (R.E. 4). 

Before reviewing the evidence that was presented at the Hearing, (which must be done on 

appeal in order to determine where the "manifest weight of the evidence" lay at the close ofthe 

4 In its proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, submitted to the Hearing Officer for 
consideration, Forrest General suggested that an application might be deemed to satisfy this criterion 
simply by showing that its rate of loss each year will decrease, and that it merely holds the promise of 
becoming profitable in some year after the third. The Chancellor even noted in her Opinion that Tucker 
stated that the "key question for him" regarding the proposal's economics was "whether the proposed 
orthopedic facility would be more feasible than the current operation [which is losing millions a year]." 
Chancellor's Opinion at 15 (R.E. 2). By adopting Forrest General's hrief as her opinion, the Hearing 
Officer also picked up on this suggestion - as did the Chancellor after her. See Hrg. Off. Op. at 27-28 
(R.E. 3); Chancellor's Opinion at 14 (R.E. 2). There is NO AUTHORITY in any Department rule, 
regulation or manual for such a proposition. Instead, as Mr. Dawkins confirmed, the Department's rules 
are directly to the contrary. 

In suggesting that Forrest General's Application might be approvable if it merely loses less each 
successive year after this proposed facility is up and running, the Hearing Officer and the Chancellor both 
essentially applied a different definition and a lower standard for economic viability than that mandated 
by the Department's own rules and regulations. That action constitutes reversible error. Forrest General 
may not be held to a lower standard than that imposed by the Department on all other applicants. See St. 
Dominic-Jackson Memorial Hospital v. MissiSSippi State Department of Health, 728 So.2d 81, 85 (Miss. 
1998) (Department reversed for applying a lessened standard of need, contrary to its own definitions). 

As is demonstrated herein, the manifest weight of the evidence soundly established that Forrest 
General's project is not economically viable. The Application was therefore not approvable. 
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Hearing), a brief discussion of the role of the Department's Staff is in order. As this Court is 

aware, every CON Application that is received by the Department is first reviewed and assessed 

by the Staff. The Staffs assessment, called the Staff Analysis, is the first indication given to an 

Applicant regarding the Department's view of the application's content. In its initial review of 

Forrest General's project, the Stafffound that the Application was economically viable and 

satisfied GR·4. There are several reasons, however, why even the Department recognizes that 

the Staffs Analysis regarding the economic viability of any application may be wrong. As 

Dawkins testified in the Hearing, the review the Staff performs of the financial portion of an 

application is merely cursory and does not involve any determination of the accuracy of numbers 

provided. Instead, the Staff assumes the foundational numbers are reliable and merely performs 

a double·check of the actual addition and subtraction. Dawkins at 38·41 (R.E. 4). In other 

words, according to the Department itself, as to Forrest General's Application the Staff was (as it 

always is) entirely unaware ofthe accuracy or reliability of the numbers in the Application, and 

its policy is not to do any review of background information. [d. 

In view of these facts, Dawkins accurately recognized that any number of issues might 

cause an Application which the Staff has deemed, and which appears on its face to be 

economically viable by the third year (i.e., all the numbers provided add up and they are high 

enough to equal profit in year three) to fail to satisfy GR·4 when more closely examined. 

Specifically, understated expenses, omitted expenses, and overstated utilization in the financial 

portion of the application are some of the issues Dawkins agreed would warrant a change in the 

Staffs initial conclusion. Dawkins at 54·55 (R.E. 4). Here, all of those issues are present, along 

with several instances in which Forrest General relied on erroneous calculations which the Staff 

simply did not catch in its review. These issues combined should have made it clear to the 

Hearing Officer, the Department, and the Chancellor that the proposed project will not make 
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money in year three. In finding to the contrary, the Department and the Chancellor ignored the 

manifest weight of the evidence and the approval of the Application must be reversed. 

I. Forrest General's Financials Are Largely the Product of Speculation.5 

Testifying on Forrest General's behalf regarding the economic viability of this project 

was Ed Tucker, Forrest General's CFO. On cross-examination, Tucker could not identify the 

basis for many ofthe numbers contained in the financial section ofthe Application. He also 

testified that he is not certain whether this project is in the financial best interest of Forrest 

General. Because Tucker is also the individual who performed the financial feasibility study and 

declared this proj ect feasible, the uncertainty he expressed in his testimony during the Hearing 

necessarily calls into question the reliability ofthe study he previously provided. 

The following items are matters which have significant bearing on the project's financial 

feasibility, and as to which Tucker either was uncertain, or about which Tucker and Oliver 

(Forrest General's CEO) flatly disagreed with one another: 

a. The number ofFTE's to be added as the result of this project (which greatly 

impacts operational expenses). Tucker at 316-317 (R.E. 4); 

b. What staff will be relocated as the result of this project; (Oliver testified that all 

RN's and paramedical technical people will move, while Tucker stated he was uncertain who 

will move or where replacement staffwill be needed as a result). Tucker at 322-323 (R.E. 4); 

c. What level of assistance will be required at the proposed new facility from 

radiologists, pathologists, anesthesiologists, and hospitalists. (Tucker was unable to state 

5 One of the most speculative items is the fact that no lease document was presented with the 
Application. The Application should not have been deemed complete without a draft lease setting forth 
terms and a negotiated lease rate. CON App. at 1-6 (Rrg. Ex. 2) (in response to requirement to provide 
lease document, Forrest General responded "not applicable.") Here, there was no agreed upon lease rate 
because Forrest General and SBJ had not been able to agree. Tucker 343-344 (R.E. 4). Moreover, no 
evidence was presented at the Hearing to ensure that such an agreement would or could be reached. [d. 
The Hearing Officer could not possibly have made a reliable decision on this project without knowing for 
certain that there IS an agreed-upon lease and being able to factor in an actual lease rate in her assessment 
ofthe Application's economic viability. 
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whether these people would be present twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, or less time 

than that. Tucker at 325 (R.E. 4). He and Oliver also disagreed about how many of each would 

be needed and the cost associated with them. Tucker at 327 (RE. 4)). 

d. Non-Medical Supply Costs: Tucker was unable to testify to the basis for the 

figure included in the Application. He did not know what Forrest General's per day non-medical 

cost was historically, and he did not know whether that number formed the basis for the 

projection in the Application. Tucker at 333 (RE. 4). 

e. Property taxes: In the Application, Tucker calculated property taxes based on 

patient days. He admitted during the Hearing, however, that because taxes have no relation to 

patient days, this was not a good or reliable method. Tucker at 341 (RE. 4). He stated that he 

has no idea what the tax on the property would be or whether the figure included in the 

Application is reliable. Tucker at 341 (RE. 4). 

In addition these five items, in the context ofwhether this proposal will be successful 

financially, Tucker testified without reservation that the entire Application is "a stretch." Tucker 

at 278, 296, 379-380 (R.E. 4). "This is a difficult one," he stated. "It's not a slam dunk by any 

means." Tucker at 296 (R.E. 4). Ultimately, Tucker stated that the best possibility this project 

provides Forrest General is an opportunity to "break even" and a chance at a "better financial 

outcome" that it has now. Tucker at 278,380 (R.E. 4). Tucker may be right, but the "financial 

outcome" Forrest General has had the last several years has been a $2 to 3 million loss on 

orthopedics. Tucker at 305 (RE. 4). "Better" than that on an annual basis does not satisfy the 

standard required by the Department.6 

6 As already mentioned, Tucker's testimony on this point, which both the Hearing Officer and the 
Chancellor noted, was that the key question for him was whether the proposed orthopedic facility will be 
"more feasible than the current operation." See Hrg. Off. Op. at 28 (R.E. 3); Tucker at 264 (R.E. 4). 
Whether a new project is "more feasible" than the existing situation is simply the wrong standard to apply 
under GR-4 and is one reason why the Department must be reversed. 
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As the additional facts set forth in the following sections further establish, this project 

will not make a profit in year three and is, thus, not financially feasible. Instead, although it may 

decrease Forrest General's recent rate ofloss on orthopedics, it will continue to lose money, and 

it will do that well beyond the first three years of operation. It is the Applicant's burden to 

demonstrate that the proposed project will satisfy the economic viability criterion. That burden 

was not satisfied in this case. 

2. Numerous Expenses in Forrest General's Proforma Are Admittedly 
Understated. 

In addition to his uncertainty concerning much of the financial aspect of this project, 

Tucker also admitted that numerous expense items in Forrest General's financials are 

understated. As Dawkins recognized, understated expenses (which were unknown to the Staff 

when it prepared the Staff Analysis) must be reviewed and considered in order to determine 

whether, once the proper expenses are accounted for, the project is economically viable. Based 

on Forrest General's own CFO's testimony, it is undisputed that at least the following items in 

the financial proforma for this project are understated: 

a. Supplies: Forrest General projected supply costs at 80% of its actual 

historical experience. The basis for the 20% reduction in was a savings Forrest General hopes to 

attain through collaboration with the SBJ doctors. Tucker at 294 (R.E. 4). However, Tucker 

conceded that the anticipated "collaboration" has, in great part already taken place - and with 

results that were inferior to those hoped for. Tucker testified that Forrest General has already 

negotiated with its primary and secondary suppliers of orthopedic implants. The primary 

supplier, which supplies 80% of Forrest General's needed implants, allowed a discount of only 

10%, and the secondary suppliers would permit no discount at alL Moreover, Tucker stated that 

even if a discount might be obtained in the future from those secondary suppliers, he would 

expect it to be a smaller discount than 10%. Tucker at 308-310 (R.E. 4). Therefore, according to 
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Tucker's testimony, the supply costs in the Application were understated by at least 10%, or in 

excess of $640,000. 

b. Employee salaries: Tucker acknowledged that salary numbers in the 

Application should have had inflation built in at a rate of3% per year for the three year 

intervening period from Application to project completion date. That was not done. Tucker at 

319-320 (R.E. 4). 

c. Benefits for employees: Forrest General projected benefits for its 

employees at 20% of salaries. Tucker at 315 (R.E. 4). Tucker testified, however, that Forrest 

General pays benefits to its employees at 20-23%, plus the "Forrest General health plan costs." 

Tucker at 316 (R.E. 4). The benefits projection is, as a result, low. It is impossible to project 

how much higher this figure should be because Forrest General was unable to state the cost of 

the Forrest General health plan. Even Tucker agreed, however, that the projected cost must be 

increased due simply to the large increase in the number of employees projected to accompany 

this project (anywhere from 51.6 to 73.5 additional FTE's NOT accounted for in the 

Application). Tucker at 317 (R.E. 4). 

d. Compensation ofradiologists, pathologists, hospitalists, and 

anesthesiologists: In the Application, the projected compensation of these professional persons 

was calculated based on a "per admit" basis. Tucker acknowledged that that is not the method of 

compensation used at Forrest GeneraL Forrest General instead compensates these positions on a 

"per shift" basis. While Tucker stated that he believed the figure in the Application is 

appropriate for a person working seven days in every fourteen-day period, he was unable to 

confirm whether Forrest General would need one or two or three people in each of these 

positions. Oliver testified previously that the new project would require service from two or 

three hospitalists. "I heard him say that," Tucker stated. "I thought he was wrong." Tucker at 
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327 (R.E. 4). Ultimately, Tucker testified that the calculation performed for the pro forma was 

'Just a quick way of doing the financial model." Tucker at 329 (R.E. 4). 

Based on the testimony of Forrest General's own two top witnesses, the only thing that 

was clear at the end ofthe Hearing about the projected number of persons in these positions who 

will be necessary to be on-site at the new project or the compensation to be paid to them 

individually or as a group was that it was unclear. There was no consensus between Tucker and 

Oliver, and there was no way for the Hearing Officer to conclude that substantial evidence 

supported any particular answer. Oliver's testimony confirmed that the compensation projection 

should increase dramatically to cover two or three hospitalists instead of just one, but it remained 

uncertain what adjustment would be needed to the number of pathologists, radiologists and 

anesthesiologists, or to their compensation. Tucker stated that although all of those specialists 

are paid on a per shift basis, he did not know how much they are paid per shift. Tucker at 329 

(R.E.4). 

e. Non-Medical Supplies: As with employee salaries, Tucker acknowledged 

that the non-medical supply cost numbers in the Application should have had inflation built in at 

a rate of 3% per year for the three year intervening period from Application to project 

completion date. That was not done. Tucker at 333 (R.E. 4). 

f. Utilities: In the Application, the utilities costs were projected on a per 

square foot basis, based on Forrest General's actual experience in its main hospital facility. 

Wesley does not dispute the manner of the calculation. However, in order for the calculation to 

be reliable, the correct number of square feet must be used. Although the proposed new facility 

will total 67,296 square feet of space, Forrest General only calculated utility expense based on 

61,930 square feet. Tucker at 334 (R.E. 4). Tucker at first stated that that figure represented 

heated and cooled space, but subsequently acknowledged that that was not the case. Tucker at 
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334-336 (RE. 4). Ultimately, Tucker conceded that Forrest General should have applied the 

entire square footage ofthe facility, or 67,296 square feet in its calculation. The utilities 

projection is, as a result, understated. 

g. Pharmacy Expense: Tucker confirmed that there should be a pharmacy 

expense for this proposed project, and that it was not included. Tucker at 343 (R.E. 4). There 

was no testimony as to what amount of expense should be projected for pharmacy. This item 

was (admittedly by Forrest General) understated. 

h. Fixed Equipment costs: Tucker conflnned that due to an apparent 

mathematical error (undetected by the Staff), this amount was understated by $244,200. 

(Application says $2,974,830, while correct figure should be $3,219,030). Tucker at 655 (RE. 

4). 

i. Non-Fixed Equipment costs: Tucker conflnned that due to an apparent 

mathematical error (undetected by the Staff), this amount is understated by $701,748. 

(Application says $1,368,082, while correct figure is $2,069,830). Tucker at 356,655 (RE. 4). 

J. Capitalized Interest: Tucker conflnned this figure was understated due to 

the understatement of the fixed and non-fixed equipment costs. He was uncertain of the amount 

of additional interest that should have been projected. Tucker at 655-656 (RE. 4). 

k. Average Length of Stay: Forrest General was repeatedly inconsistent 

in its use of ALOS figures throughout the Application. In both the Application and the Hearing, 

Forrest General argued that the ALOS for patients in the proposed new facility will be lower, 

bringing about cost contaimnent. The historical ALOS for these patients is 4.6 days. In the 

financial section of the Application, however, Forrest General used a higher number (5.8 days). 

The impact of the higher ALOS number is to inflate revenues. It also calls into serious question 

how Forrest General expects to attain any cost containment through this very expensive project. 
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3. This Project Will Not Make Money in Year Three, and Therefore Fails to 
Comply with GR-4. 

Wesley followed the testimony of Tucker at the Hearing with testimony from its own 

expert witness, Charles Overstreet, who was qualified by the Hearing Officer as an expert in the 

fields of strategic planning, performance improvement and financial analysis in the healthcare 

industry. Tr. at 578, 586 (R.E. 4). Overstreet presented Exhibit 19, which was admitted into 

evidence. See R.E. 5. Exhibit 19 contained a revised financial analysis of the proposed project, 

taking into consideration many (though not allf ofthe understated and omitted expenses, in 

accordance with Tucker's testimony. Overstreet at 596, et seq. (R.E. 4). 

Specifically, Exhibit 19 accounts for the inflation that Tucker testified should have been 

applied during the intervening three years from the date of the Application to the date of the 

beginning operation of the Orthopedic Institute. Overstreet at 601-602 (R.E. 4). In making this 

adjustment, Overstreet used a per year inflation rate of 3% or 4%, as Tucker had indicated was 

appropriate. 

Significantly, although he recognized that the actual savings accomplished by Forrest 

General in its efforts to reduce supply costs is only 10% savings on part of the necessary 

orthopedic supplies, in an effort to be conservative, Overstreet did not adjust Forrest General's 

supplies expense to reduce the savings from the 20% that was credited in the Application. 

Importantly, the amount included in the Application for 80% of Forrest General's supply costs 

was $5.179 million. That adjustment, once made in accordance with Tucker's testimony, would 

increase supply costs to $5.826 million, an increased cost of approximately $645,000. This 

amount alone establishes the Application's failure to satisfY GR-4. Overstreet at 603 (R.E. 4). 

7 Overstreet was unable to account for all understated and omitted expenses simply because Forrest 
General did not know what the accurate numbers should be. The burden of proof to show the economic 
viability of this Application was on Forrest General. Forrest General failed miserably to carry that 
burden. fu the end, the deficit Overstreet identified after year three of the operation of the proposed 
project would be far greater due to amounts Forrest General simply did not know or never considered. 
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Overstreet did not include any additional expense for pharmacy in his financial analysis 

because he had no information upon which to base a figure. He agreed with Tucker that 

pharmacy would be a significant additional expense. Overstreet at 606 (RE. 4). 

Overstreet made corrections to the utilities calculation and the property tax calculation. 

He did not decrease Forrest General's projected utilization or revenues.8 Overstreet at 615 (RE. 

4). He did not change the number of admits or the average length of stay. After applying all of 

Tucker's concessions as to the financials, the result was that, even after three years, Forrest 

General will lose nearly $1 million. See Hrg. Ex. 19 (RE. 5). 

The additional expense items to which Tucker testified but which Overstreet did not or 

was not able to add to his analysis would render even a worse result for Forrest Genera1.9 Those 

items include: 

• an admitted increase of Forrest General's "other medical supplies and drugs" 

category to account for the increase by year in number of admits or patient days; 

• the undisputed absence of an appropriate pharmacy expense; 

• the undetermined additional expense of needed hospitalists, radiologists, 

pathologists and anesthesiologists; 

8 Tucker testified that the lease expense to Forrest General might decrease from the projected 
amount due to the probable residual value of the facility that would remain at the end of the lease term. 
Overstreet testified, however, that his financial analysis accounted for this possibility by eliminating 
completely any land expense to Forrest General. Overstreet at 621 (R.E. 4). 
9 Forrest General attempted to rebut Overstreet's assessment of its financials by suggesting that he 
had failed to inflate revenues by the three-year intervening period like he did expenses. The Hearing 
Officer included that portion of Forrest General's brief in her opinion, but did not address Overstreet's 
testimony on that point. Forrest General's attempt to defuse Overstreet's position failed because, as 
Overstreet explained, Medicare not only does not increase its reimbursements annually to keep up with 
inflation, testimony at the Hearing was to the effect that it was likely that Medicare's reimbursement 
would decrease in the near future, and that changes in reimbursement over the last several years has 
resulted in, at best, a break-even change to reimbursement at Forrest General (per its CFO). Overstreet 
did not inflate revenues because no inflation of the revenue figure was appropriate. ill addition, even ifhe 
had, that one change would not have been sufficient to offset the significant loss this Application will 
suffer in anyone of the first three years of operation. 
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• the additional $640,000 plus expense for supplies (due to Tucker's admission 

that Forrest General has already negotiated for and failed to obtain the savings 

that were assumed in the Application); 

• the undisputed 10-15% increase in construction and other costs following 

Hurricane Katrina, which Tucker admittedly did not factor into this project; and 

• capitalized interest or annual depreciation expense on the additional $945,000 to 

be spent on fixed and non-fixed equipment; 

• ALOS inconsistencies. Overstreet could have changed the ALOS in the 

financials to the lower number which Forrest General represented repeatedly in 

the body of its Application would be the result of this project. That factor 

would have decreased the hospital's revenues significantly. Overstreet left this 

factor out of his recalculation. 

Finally, on this point, it is important to note that Forrest General's witnesses testified that 

the primary reason for the orthopedic service's recent annual losses has been the high Medicare 

patient population and the low reimbursement provided by Medicare for the procedures done 

most often on those patients. Tucker at 264-265 (R.E. 4); Hrg. Off. Op. at 28 n. 2 (R.E. 3). One 

would have expected Forrest General to provide evidence at the Hearing that it will have a lower 

Medicare patient census and that other more lucrative payor sources will become more 

prominent in this new facility, thus increasing reimbursement. Not the case. Instead, Tucker 

testified that at the new facility the percentage of Medicare patients willlNCREASE. Tucker at 

305 (R.E. 4). In view of this position by Forrest General, coupled with the enormous additional 

expenses imposed by the project, there is no way logically to conclude that this project, as 

proposed, is economically viable. 
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When one views all of the evidence presented, it is questionable whether even a scintilla 

of evidence can be found to support the conclusions of the Department and the Chancellor 

regarding economic viability of this project. There is, however, absolutely no question that the 

manifest weight of the evidence demands a contrary conclusion. This project is not 

economically viable. It does not substantially comply with GR-4, and the Department's decision 

to approve it as such was arbitrary and capricious and must be reversed. 

C. RELOCATING A PORTION OF A SERVICE IS NOT PERMITTED UNDER 
THE DEPARTMENT'S OWN RULES 

Even if Forrest General had met its burden to demonstrate economic viability, this 

Application carmot legally be approved for the simple reason that it proposes the relocation of 

only part of Forrest General's orthopedic service line, and the CON law does not provide for that 

sort of a relocation. The Staff admittedly believed (because the Application said so) that Forrest 

General intended to relocate its entire orthopedic practice. At the Hearing, however, Forrest 

General confessed it has no such intent. This point is reason alone to disapprove the Application 

- it carmot be permitted, as a matter of law. 

1. The Staffs Analysis Was Based on Inaccurate Information. 

In her Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the Hearing Officer states repeatedly her 

reliance on the Staff s initial analysis ofthe Application and its resulting approval 

recommendation. As this Court knows, there are numerous reasons not to rely on the Staff once 

a Hearing has been held, and in this case, the Staff actually agreed. When the Staff reviewed the 

Application, it concluded that Forrest General had substantially complied with both the specific 

criteria applicable to the relocation of acute care beds, as well as the applicable General Review 

Criteria. As is frequently the case, however, testimony at the Hearing proved that the Staff relied 
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on statements made in the Application and its Exhibits which were not accurate. 10 Dawkins's 

testimony' on this point is key: he stated that where the Staff relies of representations later shown 

to be false, the Staffs conclusion will likely have to be changed. Specifically, on day one ofthe 

Hearing, Dawkins testified that the Department believed that Forrest General's proposal was to 

relocate the entirety of its orthopedic service. Dawkins at 14 (R.E. 4). He recognized that 

moving a part of the orthopedic service is a different matter altogether and acknowledged that if 

Forrest General intended to relocate only part of its service, the decision on this Application 

should be different. Dawkins at 63-64 (R.E. 4). 

2. Relocation ofP ART of a Service Is Not Pennitted. 

According to the CON Review Manual, only a facility, a portion of a facility, or "a health 

service" may be relocated. Nowhere does the Manual, the State Health Plan, or Mississippi 

statutory law provide that a service may be split, with part to remain at the initial location and 

part to be "relocated." CON Review Manual at 51. The language ofthe statute is very clear. 

Mississippi Code Ann. §41-7-191 provides in part as follows: 

No person shall engage in any of the following activities without obtaining the 
required certificates of need: 

The relocation of a health care facility or portion thereof, ... 

The relocation of one or more health services from one physical facility 
or site to another physical facility or site. 

10 As indicated, upon initial review of any CON application, the Department takes the applicant's 
representations as truthful and accurate, and performs no investigation or background check to determine 
the reliability of the application. That was the case here. Dawkins at 38-42 (R.E. 4). For this reason, 
among others, evidence presented at a hearing carries the day over the Staffs Analysis - not due to any 
fault by the Staff, but because the Staff is at a significant disadvantage from the outset in its initial review 
process, having no vehicle to allow an assessment of the accuracy of the information in the Application. 
Where, as here, the evidence at the hearing demonstrates that the Staff drew its conclusions based on 
wrong information, those conclusions cannot be relied on by the Department or the courts. 
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(emphasis added). While the statute speaks of relocating a "portion" of a health care facility, it 

makes no mention of a portion of a health service. 1 1 And, as this Court has previously held, "if 

the Legislature intended" a particular meaning by wording in a statute, "it would have stated so 

in the statute." Singing River Hospital System v. Biloxi Regional Medical Center, 928 So.2d 810, 

813 (Miss. 2006) (attached as App. B). This Court went on to state, "the duty of this Court is to 

interpret the statutes as written. It is not the duty of this Court to add language where we see 

fit." ld. at n. 5 (emphasis added). 

In order to read the provision in the CON Review Manual as permitting the relocation of 

a portion of Forrest General's orthopedic service, language would have to be added to the 

Manual. 12 Dawkins implicitly recognized the Supreme Court's position on this issue when he 

testified that the Staffs approval recommendation was expressly based on its understanding that 

the entire orthopedic practice at Forrest General was being moved to the proposed new location. 

Dawkins at 13-14 (R.E. 4). Under Singing River, and (as Dawkins recognized) given that the 

entire service is NOT being relocated, this Application cannot be approved. 

Forrest General contended below that it is relocating all of its orthopedic service except 

that which is necessary to support its participation in the statewide trauma network. Dawkins 

testified that it would be entirely appropriate for trauma-related orthopedics to remain at the main 

campus and that he would consider those services to be part of the emergency department and 

not the orthopedic service. Dawkins at 27-28 (R.E. 4). 

II A "health service" is defined as a diagnostic, treatment or rehabilitative service in the CON 
Review Manual. 
12 Forrest General will argue, as it did below, that because the statute does not require the relocation 
of "all" of a health service, Wesley's interpretation is inappropriate. The actual fact, however, is that the 
CON statute affmnatively permits the relocation of part of one thing (and health care facility), but does 
not affirmatively permit the relocation of part of another (a health service). Instead it is silent as to 
portions of service lines. The entirety of the statute must be considered, and the only internally consistent 
conclusion to be reached is that the statute does not provide for relocation of part of a service because that 
is not permitted. 
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However, to begin with, because ofthe recent changes in the law regarding our statewide 

trauma system, Forrest General's trauma system argument is now moot. Wesley, and every 

hospital in the State, will be participating in the trauma system either by "paying" or "playing." 

There can be no legal advantage to Forrest General due to its trauma system participation going 

forward. 

Moreover, even if Forrest General's trauma system argument still held weight, it would 

fail here. Wesley agrees that ifit were true that ONLY trauma-related orthopedics were to 

remain at the main campus while the entirety of the mainline orthopedic service was relocated, 

Dawkins's testimony would answer the question. The fact is, however, that Forrest General's 

argument on this point is not true. Instead, evidence elicited throughout the remainder of the 

Hearing established that Forrest General will not be relocating its entire service, but will instead 

leave nearly 20% of its existing orthopedic beds and 33% of its non-trauma orthopedic 

services at the current location. 13 In addition, Forrest General's medical staff includes 

orthopedic physicians from both SBJ and the Hattiesburg Clinic (whose office building is located 

adjacent to and is connected by an enclosed walkway with the Forrest General hospital facility). 

The Hattiesburg Clinic doctors were not invited to move their practices to the new facility. 

Moreover, members of the Hattiesburg Clinic testified that they will not move their practices to 

the new facility, and Bill Oliver, Forrest General's president and CEO, confirmed that Forrest 

General will continue to provide space, equipment and personnel to accommodate those 

physicians' day to day, non-trauma-related orthopedic practices. Oliver at 146-148 (R.E. 4). 

13 Forrest General states in its post hearing brief that the SBJ physicians (the only group moving to 
the new facility) take care of only 67% of Forrest General's non-trauma cases. Once they are relocated, 
Forrest General contends "a majority of orthopedic surgeons practicing at Forrest General will have 
immediate access to their orthopedic surgery patients." Hrg. Off. Op. at 9 (RE. 3). The CON Review 
Manual, however, does not make an exception and provide for the relocation of a portion of a service so 
long as that portion represents the "majority." ill fact, there is no exception at all. 
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Notwithstanding Forrest General's version ofthe situation, the evidence at the Hearing was 

undisputed - Forrest General is "relocating" only a part of its orthopedic service. 

In affirming the Department's decision to approve the Application, the Chancellor spent 

three sentences on this argument. In those three sentences, she states two bases for her 

disagreement with Wesley's position. First, she states that the statute only requires CON 

approval for the relocation of one or more health services .... " She then states that the statute 

"does not state that a hospital must relocate 'all' of ... a service .... " Chancellor's Opinion at 6 

(R.E. 2). The Chancellor's opinion flies in the face oflogic, given the rest of the statutory 

provision which deals with facilities and parts of facilities. 

She follows that argument up with a statement that the Department's Staff, the Hearing 

Officer, and the State Health Officer all agreed that this proposal should be approved. Her clear 

suggestion is that the Department's Staff, the Hearing Officer and the State Health Officer all 

considered and rejected Wesley's argument - that relocation of a part of a service is not 

permitted. That simply is not the case, however. The Staff admittedly believed that the entire 

service was being relocated.14 Dawkins testified expressly to that fact and stated without 

condition that if that were not the case, his opinion regarding the matter would change. Once it 

became clear that Forrest General proposes only a partial relocation, neither the Staff nor 

Dawkins had the opportunity to address the issue. Furthermore, despite the fact that Wesley 

included this argument in its post-hearing brief, the Hearing Officer did not address it at all in her 

opinion. Instead, she adopted Forrest General's brief in its entirety - and because the parties to 

the Hearing submitted simultaneous post-hearing briefs, it is reasonably assumed that she never 

14 While the applicable standard of review permits the Department great latitude in interpreting and 
applying its own rules and regulations, that standard has no effect here because, as Dawkins confirmed, 
the Department believed at all times until mid-way through the Hearing that the entire service was being 
relocated. Thus, the Department never gave consideration to this question, and no presumption in favor 
of the Department's decision applies as to this issue. 
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even considered Wesley's argument. Certainly she would have addressed her reasons for 

disagreement in her opinion if she had. Finally, the State Health Officer unquestionably did not 

consider this issue simply because he reviews the Hearing Officer's recommendations, and she 

never mentioned it. 

In summary, the Hearing Officer failed to address this issue, and the Chancellor's 

reliance on the Staff, the Hearing Officer, and the State Health Officer is misplaced. Relocation 

of part of Forrest General's orthopedic service should not be permitted. The Application should 

be disapproved on this basis. 

D. THE FINDING OF NEED FOR THIS PROJECT WAS CONTRARY TO THE 
MANIFEST WEIGHT OF THE EVIDENCE PRESENTED AT THE HEARING 

As Miss. Code Ann. §41-7-191, the State Health Plan, and the CON Review Manual all 

recognize, the primary requirement imposed on any CON-regulated service or equipment is that 

there be a demonstrated need for the service or the equipment. Only where it is determined by 

the Department (or the court system) that a need exists will an applicant be permi tted to proceed. 

Here, there is a Specific Criterion regarding need, and the General Review Criterion (GR-5) on 

need also applies. The Specific Criterion applied by the Staff provides as follows: 

Projects which do not involve the addition of any acute care beds:15 

The applicant shall document the need for the proposed project. 
Documentation may consist of, but is not limited to, citing oflicensure or 
regulatory code deficiencies, institutional long-term plans (duly adopted 

15 In fact, under the Supreme Court's analysis in Singing River Hospital System v. Biloxi General 
Medical Center, 928 So.2d 810 (Miss. 2006), this Application does constitute the addition of acute care 
beds. In that case, Singing River Hospital sought to relocate acute care beds from its Pascagoula facility 
to a newly constructed building on the campus of its Ocean Springs Hospital. The Court concluded that 
the so-called ''relocation'' actually constituted the addition of beds at Ocean Springs, (because after the 
"relocation" there would be more beds there than there had been previously), and that, as a result, the 
applicant was required to demonstrate compliance with the Specific Need criterion applicable to projects 
which involve the addition of beds. That criterion requires a showing of at least 70% occupancy for two 
years before beds may be added. Singing River, 928 So.2d at 814. Here, FGH made no effort to 
demonstrate compliance with this criterion. As a result, under Singing River, the Application is deficient 
in its showing of need and must be disapproved. Id. This issue, too, was raised by Wesley following the 
Hearing, but went completely unaddressed by the Hearing Officer. 
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by the governing board), recommendations made by consultant firms, and 
deficiencies cited by accreditation agencies (JeARO, CAP, etc.). 

2006 State Health Plan (Hrg. Ex. 5) (emphasis supplied). GR-5 provides as follows: 

Need for the Project: One or more of the following items may be considered in 
determining whether a need for the project exists: 

A. The need that the population served or to be served has for the services 
proposed to be offered or expanded and the extent to which all residents of 
the area - in particular low income persons, racial and ethnic minorities, 
women, handicapped persons and other underserved groups, and the elderly 
- are likely to have access to those services. 

B. In the case of the relocation of a facility or service, the need that the 
population presently served has for the service, the extent to which that need 
will be met adequately by the proposed relocation or by alternative 
arrangements, and the effect of the relocation of the service on the ability of 
low income persons, racial and ethnic minorities, women, handicapped 
persons and other underserved groups, and the elderly, to obtain needed 
health care. 

C. The current and projected utilization of like facilities or services within the 
proposed service area will be considered in determining the need for 
additional facilities or services. Unless clearly shown otherwise, data where 
available from the Division of Health Planning and Resource Development 
shall be considered to be the most reliable data available. 

D. The probable effect of the proposed facility or service on existing facilities or 
services providing similar services to those proposed will be considered. 
When the service area of the proposed facility or service overlaps the services 
area of an existing facility or service, then the effect on the existing facility or 
service may be considered. The applicant or interested party must clearly 
present the methodologies and assumptions upon which any proposed 
project's impact on utilization in affected facilities or services is calculated. 
Also, the appropriate and efficient use of existing facilities/services may be 
considered. 

E. The community reaction to the facility should be considered. The applicant 
may choose to submit endorsements from community officials and 
individuals expressing their reaction to the proposaL If significant 
opposition to the proposal is expressed in writing or at a public hearing, the 
opposition may be considered an adverse factor and weighed against 
endorsements received. 

CON Rev. Man. at 58 (Hrg. Ex. 6). 

1. Forrest General's Assertions of 'Need" Are Insufficient. 

In its Application, Forrest General contended that there is a need for the relocation of its 

orthopedic beds and supported that contention by asserting that its patient rooms are too small, 
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that they need to be larger and more specialized; that their bathrooms are too small and the 

doorways will not accommodate patients' wheelchairs (and, although "grandfathered in," are not 

in compliance with the ADA); and that it will benefit Forrest General and the orthopedic 

surgeons at SBJ (the largest orthopedic group in town) if Forrest General can move its 

orthopedic patient beds to the proposed new location, adjacent to SBJ's offices. CON App. at Il-

1, 1II-4 (Hrg. Ex. 2); Dawkins at 24, 26 (R.E. 4). 

Importantly, Forrest General made no effort to demonstrate that it needs additional 

capacity for its orthopedic service (indeed, it is relocating only 30 of37 beds, so its capacity for 

patient care at the new location will actually be lower). It made no effort to demonstrate that 

there is a shortage of orthopedic services in the Hattiesburg area or that other service providers in 

the area are at capacity. Dawkins at 46-47 (R.E. 4). Furthermore, despite the fact that one of the 

purported justifications for this proj ect (and a point on which the Hearing Officer placed great 

significance) is that it will enhance the physicians' access and make it more convenient for them 

to treat their patients, Bill Oliver confirmed that Forrest General has had no problems with the 

response time ofthe SBJ physicians to cover orthopedic patients at the current hospital, and he 

confirmed that there has been no threat from the SBJ group to leave.16 Oliver at 180, 182 (R.E. 

4). In other words, the relationship is healthy and presents no "need" for the relocation of beds 

into SBJ's back yard. Oliver suggested during his testimony that Forrest General is experiencing 

capacity issues with OR's, but he confirmed on cross-examination that Forrest General is already 

CON approved to add several more OR's which have not yet been built out. Oliver at 123 (R.E. 

4). Dawkins recognized further that there is no indication that the population growth in 

16 In addition, Dawkins affirmed that merely enhancing convenience to physicians does not equate 
to a showing of need. Dawkins at 49 (R.E. 4). See also St. Dominic-Jackson Memorial Hospital v. 
Mississippi State Department of Health, 728 So.2d 81 (Miss. 1998) (no lesser standard of need or 
convenience may be applied to relocation of beds). 
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Hattiesburg or the surrounding area is such as is expected to produce significant growth in the 

orthopedic service area. Dawkins at 46 (R.E. 4). 

In short, Forrest General did not present any evidence supporting a finding of true need 

for this project. l7 Larger patient rooms, wider bathroom doors and convenience to doctors who 

are a mere mile and a half away simply do not add up to "need" for a $31 million hospital 

project. Furthermore, as is detailed below, even the reasons provided by Forrest General (weak 

though they may have been) as the basis for its need assessment do not appear to be credible 

given the testimony of other witnesses in this Hearing. 

2. Evidence at the Hearing Established There Is No Need for This Project. 

Forrest General contended in its Application and during the Hearing that it has such 

serious structural problems (room and door sizes) with its older patient room tower, and 

specifically the floor known as "3T" where its orthopedic patients are located, that renovation is 

not feasible. Other evidence presented at the Hearing made it clear, however, that Forrest 

General's structural issues are not a sufficient basis for a finding of need in this case. 

First, although Forrest General proposed that all SBJ patients will be relocated to the new 

facility, it is undisputed that the orthopedic physicians affiliated with the Hattiesburg Clinic, who 

currently provide a third of all of Forrest General's non-trauma orthopedic care, will continue 

their practices at the current Forrest General Hospital. Bill Oliver testified that Forrest General 

will continue to provide beds, support services, equipment, operating room time, and everything 

else necessary for the provision of basic, non-trauma orthopedic service to the Hattiesburg Clinic 

patients. Oliver at 147-148 (R.E. 4). Clearly, therefore, the structural problems which Forrest 

17 It is telling that when directly asked by his own counsel whether he believes there is a need for 
this project, Oliver was not able to respond that there is a "need." Instead, Oliver stated, "1 think it would 
enhance orthopedic care. 1 think it would enhance the community to actually be even perceived stronger 
as a strong orthopedic facility market. 1 think both hospitals have good orthopedic programs, and 1 think 
this would further enhance that." Oliver at 128 (R.E. 4). "Enhancing" what are already "good programs" 
does not equal need. 
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General claims are serious enough to require this multi-million dollar project are not serious 

enough to force the Hattiesburg Clinic physicians or the other third of Forrest General's patients 

to go elsewhere. The inescapable conclusion is that orthopedic patients can be treated - and 

treated well, as part of a "good program," per Oliver - in the current location at Forrest General. 

The testimony of several members of the Hattiesburg Clinicl8 confirmed this as fact. Dr. 

Weaver testified that he practices predominantly at Forrest General and has been practicing in 

Hattiesburg for twenty years. He stated that he does 99% of his surgery at Forrest General and 

that he does not intend to move his practice to another location. Weaver at 431-434 (RE. 4). As 

to the structural issues, Weaver stated that neither the patient room size nor the width of the 

bathroom doors has impacted his practice at Forrest General and he's never had a patient 

complain about his/her room being too small. Weaver at 441-442 (RE. 4). Weaver stated 

further that the patient rooms at Forrest General do accommodate wheelchairs and that most also 

have a couch and a chair in them, and that "even with those in there, we have hip chairs that go 

in there for a patient to sit up on by bedside, and I haven't noticed that to be a ... big issue." 

Weaver at 442 (RE. 4). Finally, Weaver confirmed that the size of the rooms on Forrest 

General's 3T floor has never prevented him from having necessary orthopedic equipment in his 

patients' rooms. Specifically, when asked about this issue, Weaver testified as follows: 

18 Importantly, physicians from the Hattiesburg Clinic (a 195 physician group) are not affiliated in 
any manner with Wesley. They did not request a hearing or otherwise oppose this Application. What's 
more, the physicians who testified, for the most part, have the majority of their orthopedic practice at 
Forrest General, not Wesley. Regardless of the apparent objectivity of these physician witnesses, the 
Hearing Officer concluded that they were motivated purely by self-interest, or as she put it, concern about 
their own practices at Forrest General and whether, following this relocation, there would be sufficient 
provision at the old location of equipment, staff, OR space, etc. Hrg. Off. Op. at 21 (R.E. 3). To begin 
with, given Forrest General's plans (and the fact that the Hattiesburg Clinic physicians were not invited to 
participate or even notified of the details of the project in advance), concern by the Hattiesburg Clinic 
physicians about their practices and their patients is entirely appropriate. More importantly, however, the 
Hearing Officer's opinion was notable in that it omitted any mention of these physicians' testimony 
concerning the issue of Forrest General's claimed structural issues. The testimony of these third party 
physicians highlights the fact that Forrest General's current physical plant is more than adequate and that, 
if this project goes forward, Forrest General will be operating two identical services in two different 
locations with duplicative equipment, personnel, and space. 
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Q. Now, Dr. Weaver, have you ever had a patient who required orthopedic 
equipment in the room and the room would not accommodate that 
equipment at Forrest General? 

A. No. Not that I'm aware of, no. Equipment such as what? 

Q. Well, frankly, I don't know. I was hoping you could tell me. 

A. I mean, I've never encountered it. I've had patients in traction in rooms, 
and I haven't ever encountered anything that we couldn't get in a room 
that I'm aware of. 

Q. What about the ability to roll the actual patient beds in and out of the 
rooms? 

A. Well, they got the beds in there, and those beds are the same beds they 
take them down to surgery, and they seem to get them in the room okay 
. . .. I don't think you can have a person walk on each side of it, but I 
don't think you can do that - I was in North Carolina for a year, I was in 
Kentucky for a year, and I don't think you could walk anybody through a 
door and you be on each side of the bed in any hospital I've ever been in, 
University included. 

Weaver at 443 (RE. 4). Finally, Weaver testified that the operating rooms at Forrest General are 

adequate as well, and that, although ten years ago he might have had a problem with OR room 

size, Forrest General's current OR's all accommodate even the most complicated orthopedic 

patients with no difficulty: 

Room 3, Room 15, Room 10 are generally a little bit larger rooms. So we 
do our major orthopedic stuff generally in there. But I have done every 
other type of case - total knee, hip, bipolar hip replacement, major trauma 
- in every room over there. And, you know, so I could do anything I ever 
do in any room they have over there. It's nice to be in the bigger rooms 
when we do, you know, the larger - the total knees and total hips and 
stuff, but they put me in every one of those rooms to do those types of 
procedures. 

Weaver at 445 (RE. 4). 

Dr. Whitehead testified similarly to Dr. Weaver, stating that although the rooms at 

Forrest General could be larger, he believed a renovation would correct the problem and that a 

relocation project of the magnitude of the one proposed is not necessary. Whitehead at 471 (RE. 
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4). He did not indicate that he has had any real problems or issues providing treatment to his 

patients due to the size of the patient rooms or the bathroom doors. Whitehead further agreed 

with Dr. Weaver's assessment of Forrest General's OR space, stating that "the rooms are plenty 

big enough. We have plenty of equipment. I have not really wanted additional equipment that 

they weren't providing .. " We do need more I think OR capacity, but ... they are at present 

remodeling I believe to add new and additional rooms." Whitehead at 472 (R.E. 4). 

Dr. Humpherys, a third member of the Hattiesburg Clinic's orthopedic group, also agreed 

that the size of the patient rooms and the operating rooms at Forrest General is adequate and 

neither has caused him any problems in his practice there. Humpherys at 471 (R.E. 4). 

In summary, Forrest General's plan (as conceded by its president and CEO) is to relocate 

only the SBJ portion of its orthopedic practice, to leave the Hattiesburg Clinic portion right 

where it is and to continue to provide the Hattiesburg Clinic physicians with all the same services 

as have previously been available to them. This fact alone belies Forrest General's argument that 

its rooms can no longer accommodate either orthopedic patients or the equipment that is 

necessary to treat them. No evidence was presented to differentiate the Hattiesburg Clinic 

patients from those ofSBJ. If Forrest General's current facilities are sufficient to provide good 

patient care to one set of patients, they must necessarily be sufficient for the other as well. 

Forrest General's reliance on the patient roomlbathroom size issue for its showing of need for 

this proposed project does not satisfy the need criterion.19 

19 In addition, testimony at the Hearing revealed that there are multiple options for addressing the 
physical plant concerns identified by Forrest General. Forrest General did not give serious consideration 
to many of those options as it is required to do by the CON Review Manual. Even the Hearing Officer 
stated that the physical plan concerns Forrest General identified are the "primary reasons for renovation 
or replacement projects." Hrg. Off. Op. at 13 (R.E. 3). The Hearing Officer is right - and renovation or 
replacement of existing facilities would be the appropriate route for Forrest General to take in this matter, 
not relocation of beds and the construction of an entirely new facility in a remote location. 
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3. The Application Does Not Comply with the General Need Requirement. 

As set forth above, General Review Criterion 5 (GR-5) regarding need must also be 

substantially complied with before any CON is granted. GR-5 provides several avenues for 

compliance. First, the criterion states that the Department must consider the need of the 

population to be served by the proposed service. In the case of a relocation, the Department is 

also to consider the need the population presently served has for the service. Here, because the 

population to be served is merely a subset of the population presently being served (with the 

exception of the patients who will remain at Forrest General's main campus), there is no reason 

to expect any real change in the need for services. The need for orthopedic services is being met 

at Forrest General at present, and that need would likely continue to be met in the proposed 

additional location. The only change will be the environment in which services are provided to 

the SBJ patients. There is no evidence of any need for this project in order for any segment of 

the patient population to be better served or to have adequate access to service. 

Indeed, to the contrary, it must be considered that the proposed relocation of 80% of 

Forrest General's available orthopedic beds and 67% of its non-trauma orthopedic services

including the doctors who primarily carry the burden of call coverage for trauma care - will 

likely work to the disadvantage, indeed the detriment, of emergent and trauma care patients. 

During the Hearing, it was revealed that Forrest General has entered into a contract with the SBJ 

physicians to oversee all orthopedic trauma care at Forrest General. But if this project is 

approved, those physicians will no longer be on site caring for their patients. Instead, they will 

be at their clinic site, 1.5 miles away, and will be required to drive that distance in city traffic in 

order to appear at Forrest General and care for trauma patients. Dawkins acknowledged that this 

arrangement would create an additional service location for those physicians (because they will 

have to cover their patients at the new location and Forrest General's trauma care patients at the 
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old location), making the entire arrangement more costly and less efficient. Dawkins at 62-66 

(R.E.4). 

In addition, Forrest General was unable to confirm whether there will be around-the-

clock coverage at the new location from hospitalists and anesthesiologists. Ed Tucker (Forrest 

General's CFO) stated that he was uncertain about that question, but did not think so. Tucker at 

325 (R.E. 4). It was presumed throughout the Hearing that no other specialists (nenrosnrgeons, 

cardiovascular surgeons, etc.) will be on site at the new location, and numerous witnesses, 

including Dawkins, testified to concerns about dangers posed to patients undergoing surgery who 

might suffer some extra-orthopedic issue and require immediate assistance. Dawkins at 60-62; 

Weaver at 434-37; Whitehead at 468-69 (R.E. 4)?O This subject was also absent from the 

Hearing Officer's opinion. 

Next, GR-5(c) indicates that the Department may give consideration to the current and 

projected utilization oflike services in the service area. Testimony at the Hearing from Wesley's 

CEO, Ron Seal, established that Wesley has excess capacity at present for orthopedic surgical 

services. Forrest General did not dispute this fact. There is no lack of capacity in the service 

area which contributes to any finding of need for this project. 

At some point in this process, Forrest General decided to come up with a new argument 

in support of its need analysis. That new argument is that its participation in the state trauma 

network somehow makes the relocation of the majority of its non-trauma orthopedic service, 

20 Ron Seal, CEO of Wesley Medical Center, testified concerning two specialty hospitals (one in 
Abilene, Texas, and one in Portland, Oregon) which have recently suffered serious incidents in which 
patients undergoing orthopedic surgeries encountered other difficulties and had to be transferred to a 
facility with a full-service emergency department. In both cases, the patients died (one was an 88 year old 
female, the other a 44 year old male). Seal at 512-513 (R.E.4). As Mr. Seal stated in his testimony, "to 
me, whether it's one death, it's too many. So why take a chance on a potential death if there's another 
opportunity or another option." Seal at 513 (R.E. 4). Forrest General was unable to provide any 
evidence at the Hearing to counter the concerns expressed on this subject. Surely the potential for 
emergency situations without qualified personnel on site to provide appropriate care weighs heavily 
against a finding of need for this project. 
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along with all of its trauma care orthopedic surgeons to a remote location necessary. It is 

difficult to fathom how Forrest General believes its own argument. To begin with, Forrest 

General presented no evidence concerning any need for additional space for trauma patients. It 

presented, at best, vague descriptions of the nature of its trauma care service. There were no 

statistics provided indicating that the trauma care system in any way requires the relocation of 

the orthopedic practice to another location. Furthermore, as has already been mentioned, 

because the SBJ physicians will have the exclusive authority and responsibility to operate the 

trauma care service at Forrest General, moving the SBJ doctors' entire non-trauma orthopedic 

practice to this remote location is counterintuitive at best. 

In view of the totality ofthe evidence presented in this case, it is evident that there is no 

real need for this project. Instead, Forrest General's plan is one which, as was expressly stated in 

the Application, was formulated to benefit Forrest General through cementing its relationship 

with the largest group of orthopods in Hattiesburg and to benefit that group of orthopods by 

creating an enormous new revenue stream for it through its position as lessor to the Hospital. 

The Hearing Officer states in her opinion that "Wesley did not offer any evidence sufficient to 

refute the substantial evidence offered by Forrest General and the Department" on the need issue. 

Hrg. Off. Op. at 23 (R.E. 3). Again, the reliance of the Hearing Officer on Forrest General's 

brief is telling. Wesley presented abundant evidence and demonstrated throughout the Hearing 

numerous inconsistencies and misrepresentations contained in Forrest General's Application and 

in its witnesses' testimony. The Hearing Officer simply did not consider that evidence in 

rendering her opinion. The failure to do so constitutes an abuse of discretion on her part. 

E. THE MANIFEST WEIGHT OF THE EVIDENCE ESTABLISHES THAT THIS 
PROJECT WILL NOT PROMOTE COST CONTAINMENT 

For all of the reasons discussed throughout this Brief, including the monumental 

expenses Forrest General proposes to undertake in order to proceed with this project (together 
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with the additional expenses which are not accounted for anywhere in the Application, but which 

Tucker agreed will be incurred), the undisputed current annual $2 to 3 million loss Forrest 

General is experiencing in orthopedics, and the utter lack of proof of any true need for a "partial 

relocation," the costs associated with this proposal are astronomical and, in great part, wholly 

unnecessary. Regardless of Forrest General's contention during the Hearing that cost 

containment has historically referred to the cost of a project to the Medicaid or Medicare 

systems, there can be no question that money spent for an unnecessary relocation of a portion of 

a service 1.5 miles away, and creating an undisputed duplication of services in the process, is not 

money well-spent.21 The millions in annual operational expense increases will only exacerbate 

the existing financial woes of Forrest General's orthopedics program. Factors which must be 

considered (but which the Hearing Officer and the Chancellor seem to have ignored or 

disregarded) are that both costs and charges will go up, and, as already stated, Forrest General 

projects a significantly increased ALOS, which will increase patient costs (and costs to Medicaid 

and Medicare). The higher ALOS also indisputably indicates a lack of efficient operation.22 

Dawkins at 74-76 (R.E. 4). 

21 Any unnecessary duplication of service, by definition, creates unnecessary expense. And 
unnecessary expense, regardless of its connection to the Medicare or Medicaid systems, cannot be viewed 
as "promoting cost containment." The general goal, which the Mississippi Supreme Court has recognized 
as one of the two "primary goals" states that the Application must "promote" some cost containment. A 
project that is needed, which does not duplicate services, and which provides a new or additional service 
of value to its patient population would rarely be deemed not to promote cost containment, regardless of 
the cost. Here, however, there is an unnecessary duplication of services. There has been no showing of 
any real need for this project, and no patient population is going to receive anything new or different if 
this Application is approved - patients simply will receive the same service from the same doctors in a 
location that is more convenient for the doctors because of its proximity to their clinic. Where these are 
the facts, the duplication is unnecessary, and the expense it creates is contrary to the goal of cost 
containment. 
22 The Hearing Officer's opinion notes that some ofFGH's witnesses testified that the new facility 
will bring about "reduced length of stay." Hrg. Off. Op. at 25 (R.E. 3). To the contrary, FGH projects an 
increased length of stay. There is nothing about this Application which supports a conclusion that it will 
promote cost containment. 
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As Dawkins agreed, in view of all the identified increased expenses, it does not appear 

that this project will save money. Dawkins at 76 (R.E. 4). Moreover, where there is no need 

demonstrated (as it is the case here) costs such as those proposed are even more distasteful. 

Forrest General presented no evidence that this project will promote cost containment - other 

than its already debunked argument that the proposed new facility will be "more financially 

feasible" than the current operation is. 

Interestingly, in commenting on this - one of the "primary goals of the State Health Plan" 

- the Hearing Officer noted that Wesley did not take issue with the "reasonableness" on a price 

per square foot basis of the construction cost of the new facility.23 Indeed, to the contrary, 

Wesley actually took issue with much more than that - the entire cost of that facility is 

unnecessary and contrary to the goals of the State Health Plan because the proposed relocation is 

not needed. This Application does not promote any cost containment. 

CONCLUSION 

For all the reasons set forth in this brief, and in view of the evidence contained in the 

record ofthis matter, the Department should have disapproved the application filed by Forrest 

General Hospital to relocate part of its orthopedic service area from its main hospital to a newly 

constructed hospital facility across town. That facility will not make money within three years of 

its establishment. There is no evidence in the record that it will. There is abundant evidence in 

23 This statement by the Hearing Officer is flatly wrong - and again evidences the fact that the 
Hearing Officer, in adopting wholesale the proposed findings presented by Forrest General, simply did 
not give adequate attention to the entirety of the evidence from the Hearing. The facts are that, in his 
initial testimony at the Hearing regarding his summary of the Staff's Analysis, Dawkins testified thatthe 
cost per square foot of the proposed new building ($405) is nearly 50% higher than the high end of the 
"acceptable range" of construction costs set forth in the Means Construction Cost Data Index which the 
Department uses as a guide. The high end of the Means Data Index was $275 per square foot, according 
to Dawkins. Dawkins at 11 (R.E. 4). With Dawkins's own recognition of the exorbitant cost ofthe 
proposed new facility, Wesley had no need to present further evidence on the subject unless Forrest 
General could somehow rebut Dawkins's concerns. Forrest General did not address the subject. The end 
of the issue was uncontested - that Forrest General's construction costs were too high. And elevated 
construction costs do not promote cost containment. They do the opposite. 
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the record that it will not. Furthermore, there is no need for this project and it will not promote 

any cost containment. This proposal simply does not substantially comply with the 

Department's own requirements, and the approval of it was arbitrary and capricious, against the 

manifest weight of the evidence, and must be reversed. 

Furthermore, the Department and the Chancellor committed legal error in giving approval 

to a project which by its very nature (relocation of part of a service) is not permitted under the 

CON laws. In so doing, the Department exceeded its statutory authority, and in affirming the 

Department's error, the Chancellor committed further error. 

The decisions of both the Department and the Chancellor should be reversed, and the 

Application finally disapproved. 

Dated this the \ ~+V/ day of January 2009. 
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*974 Office of the Attorney Geoeral by EUen Y. 
Dale O'Neal, L. Carl Hagwood, J, Chadwick Mask. 
Robert N. Warrington, K,yle Leslie Holifield,. 
Attorneys for Appellants. 

Gail Wright Lowery. Kathryn H; Hester, EUen 
Morris, Michael R, !iess. Jackson, Attorneys for 
Appellee. 

BEFORE PrITMAN, PJ~ WALlER AND COBB, 
II. 

*975 pmMAN, Presiding Justice, for the Court: 

. STATEMENTOFTHE CASE 
, I. This case Is apPOated from the Chancery Court 
of Kmds County where Chancery Judge Denise 
Owens vacated· Ihe Filial Order of tlu> Mississippi 
St;Ile De[ia!1menl . of . Health ("the pepartment'~ 
granting'a Ce!lifi<;ate' of Need ("CON') to Q.S.C" 
LLC, d/b/a First Choiee Surgical Cerrter ('QSC,) to 
establish a ·freeStaniJ\tig ambulatol)' surgei)' cente! . 
("ASC,) in Natchez, Mississippi. The Department. 
and 'QSC perfu9ted !his appeal from the chancel)' 
court's judgmimL' .. '. ,,' .' .... . 

STATEi!fENT OF FACTS 
'I 2. On June 27, 1997, QSC filed a Certificate of 
Need application with tho' Department for the 
establislunent and operation of an ASC in Natchez. 
The Department deemed the application complete on 
July 1; 1997; and sent notice to all aflected parties. 
Natchez Community Hospital ("NCH') and Natchez 
Regional Medical Center ('NRMC') requested a . 
public hearing. 

., 3. Ott September 15-16. 1997, and Octolier 6-7, 
1997. a public hear!1ig was held. The DepartmCnt, 
QSC, NClI, and NRMe. appOared 81 the hearing·and 
offered testimony and evidenCe. 

'i 4. QSC iI! owned by Dr. Arnold B. Feldm8n. 
QSC Pt:oposeS to renovate a single specialty sorgOI)' 
center owned and operated by Dr. Feldinan inin an 
ASe that offers a full r!Ul!le of surgical services and 
procedures in geoerBt .. ou1pal!eirt surgery. The 
filcility will 'cOnl'lin !'Vo operl\oog rooms, three pre
fJpfreoovel)' . rooms,' and ·busin.... staff, arid 
rounseling 'areas, and will Iequire a capital 
expenditure of ...,proximately $509,462, 

, 5. QSC's CON application was filed under the 
1996-97 Mississippi State Health Plan ('the Plan"). 
Chapter X of the Plan establishes the criteria and 

,.) 
) " 

Page 2 

standards which the applicant must meet before 
receiving CON an\hority 10 establish an ASC. The 
Mississippi Certificate of Need Review Manual 
(Rev.)997) (!he ~~aI' 'provides general CON. 
· crileria and consideratiolis by WhiCh the D,epartment 
· revieWs all applications for Certificates of Need. 

'I 6. The Staff of the Health Planning and Resource 
Development Division of the Department ("the 
Staff') issued a Staff Analysis recommending 
disappro~al of QSC's CON. application. The Hearing. 
Officet found, after the public hearing, that QSC had 
presented credible and substantial evidence that the 
proposed ASC met all the criteria set forth in the 
PlaIL The Hearing Offi .... issued hi. Findings of 
Fact, Conclusions of Law. and Recommendatlons 
("Findings of Fact"). recommendipg that QSC's CON 
be granted. The State Health Officer rev:iewed the 
'recOrd, . concurred' in· the Hearing Offieel's' 
recommendstton, and granted the Iequest<;d CoN. . .. . . 

, 7. NCH appealed the Final Order of the 
MississiPPi State Department of Health !O the 
Chancery Court ofm. Fi~ ludicial District of Rinds 
County; Mississippi, on Febru3l)' 18, 1998 •. Oral 
'aigUmeot was held On . May' 26,,1998. Chlincelkir 
Denise Owen. reversed the Departmeor. Finlll Order, 
issuing a MemorandUm. Opinion and Judgrndnt 
vacating and s~ aside QSC'sCON on May 29, 

· 1998. The DOpartment 'lWd QSC apPealed to ibis . 
Court 00 June 4, 1998. 

STATEMENT(JFTHB,IssUE 
L WHETHER THE CHANCELLOR 
ERRONEOUSLY 'ENGAGED'IN FAcr

. FINDING WITH REGARD. TO QSC'S 

. COI\fi'LIANCE WITH ~RION ONE BY 
FINDING THAT . QSC. COULD NOT' 
PERFORM 800 PROCEDURES PER ¥EAR, 
CONTRARY to TIlE SPECiFIC FINDING 
OF TIlE DEPARTMENT. 

·976 STA.NDA.RD OF REJlIEIJ" 
.'1 8. A strict standard governs j1!dicial review of 
administrative agency decisions. Miss.Cod. Ann. § 
41-7-201(2)(0 (1993) sets forth the applicable 
standard of~eview here: . . ... 

._ The order shallD9t be vacated or set aside, either 
in whole or In part, eXcept fur eut>rs. of law, unless . 
the court finds that· the order of the State 
Department of Health is not supported' by 
substantial evidence, is contraiy to the manifest 
weight of the evidence, is in excess ofth~ s!ElUtol)' 
.authority or jurisdiet!on of $e State Department of 
Health, or violates any vested coustitutiooal rights 

C 2006 ThomsonlWest. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Worl<s. 
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of any party involved in the appeal.,~ 

ill1 9, Most recently, this Court has outlined this 
. limited standard of review .. follows: . 

· This is· Ii proCeeding for judicial review of 
admjnlStrative action, and it is ·oopottmi!. that· we 
understand and accept what this fiIct implies. The 
Legislature has direeted that a S[tale) H[earingj 
.O[fficerl's CON order be subject 10 jlidicial review, 
but thai it ;" shall not be vacated or set aside, .ithet 
in whole ~r in part, except for errors of law, unless . 
the Court finds thai the order ", is not sopported by 
substantial evidence, is conlraly to the manifest 
weight of the evidence, is in excess of the stalulory 
authority Or jurisdiction of the ••• Depar1meot •.. , or 
'violales any vested constitutional rights of any part 

, .. involved in the appeal Miss-Code Ann, § 41-1-
201(4)(Suop.199Q). . 

. .' Tbi&·is nothing moret1um a st:itutoty restatement o{ 
. familiar Iimitatio{l$ opon the scope of jUdicial 

: feview . of administrative agency. decisions. 
Magnolia Hospital v. Mississippi State Department 

· o(Health, 559 So.2d 1042, 1044 (Miss.l9901; See 
also. Mississippi Stat.DeD't of Health v. 
.Mississiooi Bwnst Mod. CIr .. 663 So.2d 563, 573 
(Mi .. ~1995). The decisiin; .fthe beariDg·officer 
and . Stale Health Officer Is afforded great 
deferel1ce upon judicial review by tbls court 
"'el1 though. w~ r~v.lew .lhe declsi~a of the . 
~hance]lor. Mississippi Stale Denlt of Health v. 
Southwest Mississioci Reg'1 Med. CIf., 580 S9,2d 
1238 1240 iMiss.1991l. 

St. Domiflic.../@on Mem'l Hosa. v. Mississippi 
Stale Pep', ifHgqlth, 128 So.2d 81. 83 0088.19981 
(emphasis added). . . : 

rum'l 10. This Coutthas Staled: 
. (Olnr Co ... liluliol1 does DOt penoifthe indkiary 
'of this state to retry de novo matlets On appeal 
· from admlDlstralive ageocies. Our courts are not 

· permiited to mako admbilstrative decisiOns and 
petform the functions of ali administfativ~ agency. 

· Administrativ. agencies must jler!brtn the 
functioll$ reqUired of them by law. When an 
admillislra1ive agency 'has perfO<\IIed its function, 

.. and hail made the: determination and 'entered the 
order required of it, the parties may then appeal to· 
the judicial tribunal to hear the appeal The 
appeal is a lliiIitild one ... since the courtS cannot 
enter the .field of adminislra1ive agency. The 
court will enferlaln the appeal to ~etennloe 
whethe .. or not the order of the administrative 

·'.agency (1), was supported by substantial 
· eviden«, (2) was arbitrary and capricious, (3) 

\VaS beyond t!le power of the administr:'live 

"J . ~/ 
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agency· to make, or (4) violated some .tstalory 
or constitutional right of tbe complaining pony. 

Coo! v. Mardi Gn .... Casino Corp., 627 So.2d 318, 
380 . (MISS, (991), (empllasis· added)(quoting . 
Mjssisslppl De~" if Envll. Oualifp v. Weetn3, 653 

.. So,2d266, m ·(MisS.199S) (quoting ·Sw/e Tax· 
Comm'n v Earnest, 627 So.2d 313, 319 
(Miss.l993))). 

DISCUSSION OF LAW 
L . WHETIlER THE CIlANCELLOR 
ERRONEOUSLY ENGAGED IN FACf
FINDING WITII REGARD TO QSC'S 
COMPLIANCE WITH CRITERION ONE BY 
FINDING THAT QS(: CoULD NOT 
PERFoRM 800 PROCEDURES PER *m 
YEAR, CONTRARY TO TID! SPECIFIC 
FINDING OF TID! DEPARTMENT. 

, II. QSC and the. Department allege that Ibe. 
chancellor engaged in impennissible fact-finding 
regarding QSC's compliance with Criterion 1 of the 
Stale Health Pian. The chancellor reviewed the 
evidence. before her and found' tltst there was not 

. suffic~t .eyi'!encc.for QIe.Stale.HcaIt!I O(!icer to .. 
grant the CON • 

££ill" 12. It is within the pcwer ofth. chancellor 
. 10 reverse the decjsion. to gi'Sl)t the CON. if ~ 

decision· was not suppcrtedby subStantial evidence. 
Substantial evidence means more than.a scintilla or a 

[6![7l!81 1 13. If an adminislra1ive agency's decision 
is not ba&ed OJ! substantial evidence, it necesstiriiy 
follows tltst the decision is'arbil):8l)'!'DIi capricious. 
An adminlstmtive aget)cy's decision is arbilrary when 
it is net done .acoording to reason and judgment, but 
depending on the will alone. BurIQ y. Amite CoUtu. 
Sck PI.t. 708 So.2<l1366, \370, t2S Ed: Law lWp. 
1012 (Miss.l?98) .. An ac!ion is capricious if done 
without reason, in a whimsical manner, implying 
either a lack of undetstanding. of or disregard for !he 
surrounding facts and soUled controlling principles. 
Jd. 

r2l '/ 14. We &ave reviewed the record in this case 
and deterroined the decisiOn to grant the CON WSll 
not based on substantial evidence, thereby rendering 
!he decision arbilraly and capricious, As suclt, we 
atfmn the judgment of Ibe chancellor iii reversing the 
grant of the CON. 

C 2006 ThomscnIWesl. No Claim to Orig. U.S. GoVl, Works. 
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~ IS. Criterion I of the State Health Plan staleS: 
Need Criterion: The applicant shall demonstrate 

. that the proposed ·ambuiatolY. surgay tacili\)' shall . 
"perlbnn a minimum of 800' procedures per 

operating room or.procedure room per year; 
(1996-1997 State Health 1'1a0,p. X.lO.) In the 

Hearing Office<'. recQ!IlIllendation to gmnt tlw CON, 
Which was ultimately adopted by the State Health 
Officer, the Hearing Officer specifically found that 
"Q.S.C. provided credible and substantial evidence " 
that its proposed ASC will perfonn the required 
number ofpracedures." The Hearing Officer took 
luto consideration the testimony of Drs. Arnold E: 
Feldman, R\cbard M. My .... 1r? and Sames R. Todd, 
Jr. and Ronald Callsher, QSCs expert wllnes!!. as 
well as letters aud affidavits from other phYSicians 
,supporting the ASC. The Hearing Officer ~unted 
the lestimony of other physicians who stated that they . 
would not, use the'propose4 ASF .. 

'I 16. Th. chaiu:ellor noted in her memorandum 
order 'that "[Ilhe ability of Q.S.C. to meet that' BOO 
procedure tlueshold is at best conjectural and 
spec~ve. ~ '!udeed, .the. nwnliers provided .by the . 
doctors as estimates of projected wage 'aPPear 10 be ' 
pure speculation. 

., , 11. Dr, Feldman, i~ his appli"\'t\on fur the CON, 
estimated his projected usage for the ASC to he 1,600' 
esse.. He testified .t the bearing that he mOved at . 
that nwnber. because the State required a minimum 
usage of 800 CO$CS per year pet room. He had no 

. factual basis' for his estim~ed usage. 

·1 18. Dr. Feldman then testified that he would be the 
major admitting pbysician to this ASC. The record 
sbows that Dr. Feldman performed only 23S 
surgeries at his singlo-service SUf2;etY cenler the year 
before the application for the CON was filed. The 
reooro ,ftirther. shows that J.?r. Feldman performed 
ooly 87 additional out-patient procedures at NCR and 
NRMe. ThIs totolS only 322 procedUres actually 
perfonned. 'While it is feasible that Dr. Feldman's 
practice will continue to grow, it is not realistio to 
belieVe that Dr. Feldman himself will be able to 
perform '800' to 1,000 cases at tlw ASC as he 
specubl\es' 

*978 1 19. Dr. 'James Todd, lr, testified thai he 
planned to use the ASC to perfonn approximately 
200 surgeries per year. However, Dr. Todd later, 
testified that h. had'performed only 90 surgeries iR 
i996 and 57 surgeries in 1991. He aIsotestified that 
h. would send apl?roximately on ... half of his ,urgay 

) 
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patients to the proposed ASC. 

'\I 20. Taklng Dr. Todd's infurmalion as trne, he 
, would, have ,to perfOIj1l 400 surgeries per Y,=. in 
order'to transfer one-h,M to the· ASC ,to rCacb the 

, estimated rate of200surgeries. Dr. Todd would, in 
effect, have to more than triple hi. current rate of 
surgay to meet his estimate. 

'V 21. Additionally, NRMC proffered testimony that 
Dr, Todd, in previous litigation, swore under oath 
tlwt he was permanently' and totally disabled and thst 
he had severe difficulties in perfonning even the 
simplest tasks. ThIs further casts doubt on the ability 
of Dr. Todd to triple his,current rate ofsurge<}'. 

'\I 22. Dr. Feldman offered the testimony of other 
physicians to try to prove that the new ASC would 
meet d!e Usage requirements. However,'these other 

. physicians also s.eemed to have averestln!ated their 
projected USage oftheASG. ' 

'V 23. Dr. Richard,Meyers, Jr., testiftro thai he would 
transfer 350·500 cases \0 the ASC ftoqt either his 
office or .from Field M~morial.Hospital .. 'Dr .. Meyers 
testified tlIat he performed 99% of. his ~es at 
Field, estimating thst number to he "[Plrobably in 
excess of 400." The actual records sbow that Dr. 
Meyers p'erformed only 16S procedures in 19.95, 119 
proCedures in 1996, and 130' prOcedures ill the first 
ten months of 1997. Dr. Meyels then changed his 
testimony to state .that h. would probably only 
transfer 100 cases to the ASe. 

1 24. DOOng and after the hearing, Dr.' Feldman 
inlrodoced lettem and affidavits. from other doctors . 
who pledged to use the fucjlity. Dr. Bernadette 
Sherman, through letter and aflidavi~ projected her 
usage to be in excess of. 100 ·cases per 1,ear. 

. However. affidavits from NCH and NRMCsbowthat 
in 1997, Dr. Shennan performed only 21 procedures 
at the two hospitals.. No evidence was offered in 
suppOrt of Dr. Sherman's projections. 

1: 25. Dr.' Frank Guerdon submitted a letter in 
support of the ASC stating th3t he would perform 
hetween SO and 100 proeedUres. Dr. Alphonse 
Reed, also through a Jetter, estimated hi. usage of the 
ASC at 100 or more. The affidavits submitted by 
NCH and NRMC show that Dr. Guerdon performed 
only 5 I procedures in 1997, whUe Dr. Reed 
performed only II. M was the case with Dr. 
Sherman, DO evidence was offered to support this 
projected increase. . 

Q .2006 ThomsonIWest.,No Claim to Orig. U.S. Gov!. Works. 
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lliU l' 26. The majority of eviilen<e offered in 
suppo" of !he ASC seems 10 be nothing more than 
unsupported estimates made by pbysicians. 

'Moreover. these eslim8tes· 1lie Co!ltiadicted 'by !he 
, actual numbelS of procedU(~ these pJtysiciaos bave 
perfOrmed iii the past. lho estiniate of projected 
proceducos supplied to the Hearing Officer has no 
factual basis. This Court has stated that a physician's 
•... unsupported statements. do not constitute 
1substantial evidence.'· MlsSissirzpi Stgte Dep't 0[
HealIlI v, Mississippi Bqp!/s/ Med. Ctr.. 663 So.2d 
563.578 !Miss.I99S). We agree with the chancay 
court that the decision 10 grant the CON based on an 
estimated usage of 800 prooedurcs per room was not 
supported by substantial evidence and 'is, therefore. 
aibltrm:y and capricious. 

t ,21. ~Ocause we are· affirming tile c;han~lIo(. 
ieversalin the court below, we need not address the 
other issues pot forth by the'parties •. 

CONCLUSION 
.. 28. Unsilpported statements by physicians do not 
provide subsll!nlial evidence upon which' the 

. Depa$J.ent should grant a CON. The number of 
procedUres projected.· by Dr. Feldman' in his 
application, as well *979 as the estimates offered by 
other physicians, appear 10 be pure speculation. for 
these reasons, 'Ye affitm the judgment of the Hinds 
County Chancel}' Court reversing the DepaJ1menfs 
grant of the CON •. 

'I 29. AFFIRMED. 
. . 

BUll.IVAN. P J.; BANKS, McRAE, ~ 
MD..LS.WALLBRAND ~ JJ •• CONCUR. 

PRATHER, c.J.. NOTPARTlCIPAnNO. 

. 743 So.2d 973 
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·Singing River HOop; System v. Biloxi Regional· 
Medical Center 

. Miss.~OO6. . 

Supreme Court of Mississippi. 
. SINGING RIVER HOSPITAL SYSTEM·dA>/a 
Ocean Springs Hospital and Mississippi State De-

partmentofHoalth . 
V,.. . 

BILOXI. RBOIONAL MEDICAL CEN"llIR. 
· "Gardon Patk Medical Center and Gulf Coast Modic

aI Center. 
;'. .. No.1OO4-SA-02468-SCT, 

., .: .. l\,farch 30, 2006. . 

. ·Rehearing Denied May 25, 2000. 
. " 

· Bsckground:· Protesting hospitals filed petition. for 
illillcial review Of StlIte Department of H<;aIth's is
SJi!Jl)ce .of COJ:tifi9* 9f,,~ (GOmw. llQ~pital .yo
·tem .. w)iic)l ~pplied to relocate ·60 bedS from one 
hospital to another: The Chancery Court; Hind • 
County, William Hale Siogletary, J., revoked issu-

· ance of the CON, lIospital.system app~ed. 

. Hold;;'g: Th~ S~prefii~ ·~Urt,· .. en· h~o, W~ler, 
r J., held that"DepartI1!~nt should have used more 
stringent criterion pertaining to propos$ fi/r the 
uaddi~ont1 of be4s,. and ~s .pepartm~t'1f· ~nce 

· o(CON was not supported by substantial evidence. . 

Aft"mited. 

, 
.. ~eYand()iay~p.;~is!~l\ie<l·: 

.. . Wj>St Headp,o~s 
·r,::· ':: . :'. ~ ._ .. ~. . 

llJ Ht31th-l98li <C?24S .. ...... .. ' . ' 

198H~th . .. 
. . 198HI Regulation in Gen~ral 
·.\9SHl(C) lnsdtotions and Faciliti .. 

19SHk236. LicenseS; Permits; .ai.d Corti· 

.\ 
.) Page 2of7 
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ticatos 
. i98Hk24S 1<. ReVIeW. Most Cited CaSes· 

A reviewing court may vacate a tinal order of the 
State Health Department regarding the issuance of a 
certificate of need (CON) if it finds that the final 
order is not supported by substantial evidence, or is 
conlraIy to the manifest weight. of tho evidence. 
Wesfs A.M.C. § 41-7-201(2)(1). 

12\ Health 198H €=239 

198HHeailh 
19SHl Regulation in General 

19SHl(C) Inslitutions and Faci)ities 
. 19SHk236 Lioenses, Permits, and. Certi; 

fica\es 
198Hk239 k. GroUnds ·and· Defens .. : 

Most Cited eases 
HOJllth 198H o€;:::>243 

. 19SH Health . . .•.. 
i 98Hl R,Ogu~tiO!l-ilt· ~,,",rai 

19SHl(C) InStitutions and Facilities 
198Hk23~. Lioenses, ·Pennits, and Cerii~ 

~cates .. 
198Hk243· k. Evidence. Most. Cited 

Cas .. 
State Department of Health should have 1lSed more 
stringent criterion ~hlg 10 proposals for the 
'~additionn .of beds, rather. thtql c.riterion pertaining 
to proposals which cIi4 not include the addition of 
beds, in ·reviewmg hospital system's:.ppliCation to 
relocate 60.licensed but unused b¢S !fom o~e .bos' 
pita! to another, and thus Depllljmenfs issuance of 
certificate of nee4. (cqm ;y,'as not ~JlPPP~d :by 
substantial· evidenCe: relocation would result in the 
addition of 60 beds to tatter hospital,· and hospital 
system conf~ it could not·meet the criterion 
peitalning to ·l'fOP<!sals· for th~ addi!iQfl. ~f ~ . 
West's A.M.C. §.41-7,19.1.to§ 41-7-209. . 

131 Health i98H~145 
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19SH.Health 

) 

19SHJ Regulation in <lenoral 
19S'HI{C) Institutions and F.acilitieS 
. 198Hk236 Licenses, ·Pennits, and ·Certi-. 

ficales 
198Hk24S k. Review. Most Cited Cases 

When reviewing State Department of Health', issu
ance of a certificate of·need (CON) to a hospital, 
1lupreme. Court. muSt consider the subSianoe of t\le 
proposal rather than its label. Weses A.M.C. § 
41-7-201(2)(t). . 

. (4} Statutes 361 €=191 

361 Statutes 
361 VI Construction and OpOration 

.' . , 36ivr{A) General Rules of Consln1ction 
. 361k187 Meaning of Language 

361kl91 Ie' AppliQation of Terms to 
Spbject-Mlltter. Mnst Cited Cases 
m cQn!il\'i\ing ~ .statute;.Il'lurt's duty is to carefully 

. review, st~tutqry"Jangpag~ .811<\ apply its most reas
onable in~eI'!IioD .8!ld meo,ni!l!!. to .the r"",ts of a 

.: part\cular:case. .' '. 

is} StaMes 3.61 ·~i.7~ 

361 ·Statutes:. " '. . . 
.361 VI C~)ion and Operation 
. 36.1 VI(~) General Rules of Construction 

36ik176 k. Judicial Authority and Duty. 
Most Cited Cas", . 
The duty of Supreme court is 10 interpret statutes 
as writte.q.. . " 

• i6] StatU!es 361 €=181(1) 

361 Statutes . 
. ·.WYI 9'pslr\ict(~n:and Qper<\lion . 

·361Vl(A) General Rules of Construction 
.' 361kl80 Inteqtion.ofLeg;'fature . 

361kl81 In General . 
361kI81{1} k.' In ·General. MOst 

Cited Cases . 
~O!lres primaty objective when cOnsiruing matilles 
: . .' . .. '. 

') 
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is to adopt thai interpretation. which will meet lbe 
.tru~ meaning of!!te .Legislalure:, 

· *811 Bany K.· Cockrell, Jackson. Sarah ·E. Berry, 
Flowood, Jennifer C. Evans, attorneys for appel
lants. 
Andy Lowry, Thomas L. IGdcland, Jr., Ridgeland, 
Julie A. Bowman, Betty Toon Collins, Douglas E. 

· Levany."y, Jackson, attorneys fo~ appellees. 

ENBANC • 

· WALLER, Presiding Justice, for t!te Court. 
'/ 1. The Singing Riv.er Hospita! System file;d an ap
plication for a certificate of need' to (I) relocate 
,ixty beds from the Singing River Hospital in Pas
.cagollla to th •. Ooean Spriogs" Hospital ;""Oceal1 .. 
Springs; (2) renoVllte and expand the first floor ot . 
tho' Ocean Springs 'Hospital; and (3) oonstruct a 
new three-floor"lower on the Ocean Ilprings Hospit-
I!I <;IIIIlpUS to house lb. ~ixty. relocated beds. I\fter 
Singing River's CON application was filed, other 
area hospitals "'~ fjled fOtn"!'!i .protests Y(ilb ·the 
I:{eallb Dep!!IIn1C!'t After !l hearjt)g, th~. €ON was 
issued. The proteSting hospitals filed a petition for 
judicial. review. The Ch:'lDc~ry Court .of Hinds. 
C'!1l11ty, Mlssissippi,. ~ko~. t\l~ issuance of tbe 
cON, and troll) this decision, Singing River aP'"' 
peals. 

Ftfl. Appelle.. Biloxi Regional Me;dical 
Center, . Garden .Par)c. M!"!ical Center and 
Gulf-Coast Medi~1 Ceritl:r. 

'Ii 2: Bbthlbe Singing River and the Ocean Springs . 
Hospitals. are under lit. pl!fView of the Singing 
River Hospital System and. are looated in Jackson 
County. :Mississip'p'i. !one!, 'even th£ugh !he' State 
J)epaztmet1\ of lt~'!hh ~ issued· one li~e to,0l'"' 
erate both hospitals to 9)' Singing River. fJospila,l 
System, each of the hospitals haa a ~'~arate pbys
ical lioense," allowing the Singing .River Hpspi!al 
to hav9 404. Uoensed l>~ and.lb~ Ocean Springs 

· Hospital to hav.e 136 licensed be;ds. . 

, 3. The MiSsissippi 'State Depaiqnent of.H~th h'!S 
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the authority to grant pennission to all hospitals in 
·the.state for, inter alia, building a ne", facility, eK

. pandinli· an eXisting· faciiitY, Or relooiting services· 
to Mother. f!ICi)ity.· SeeMiss.Cod~ Ann. §§ 
41-7-171-41-1-209.(Rev.200?). The Health Depart
ment's fonn;I1 grant of permission is termed the is-

. suance of a certificate of need ("CON"). The beds 
which Singing River proposes to relcicate are 
alre.dy-Ii~nsed but unused beds. 

DISCUSSION 

[I] 'I 4. The standard of ieview for a tlnai order of 
the State Health Department is cont;1:Olled by 
Miss.Code Ann. 41-1-20I(2XIJ (Rev.2001), which 
p~vides In .. part t\!at.a reviewing court·may vaeat. 
the final order if it fbids that the final order "is not 
*S1Z supported· by substantial evidence, [or] is con· . 
· trary. IQ the manifest. weigh~ o( th~ .vipenpe)' & 
Dominlc;,Jap/<.spn.:¥emor/a/ .Ifomilal .•.. M(ss. S,lale 
Dcp.'1 oJflealt.h.128. SQ,2d 81, 8~ ~jss,1998). 

[2].15. The.$~I.·Heal!h Pian'i ~eed cr!t¢~ for ~x-· 
·isting h\lSPit.als .desqing· to :expand, .r~itovat., or . 
build is entitled "CertifICate. of Nee.d Criteri;o and 
Standards for Coqstruction, Renovation, Expansion, 
capital ll1!proyemen1s, Repla..ment Qf Health Care 
Facilities, and MditiaR· of Hospital Beds" 
("Hospital Construction"). Other Deed criteria e!'ist 
for the establishment of a Qew hospital or for the 

.. purchase of a new "health service" "" such as 
MRl.imaging equip)1i!int jlach of the·. djtrerent need 
criteria require different- standar~ of proof: The 
need criteria for Hospital Conslruclion has two sub
parts: one fur projects whicll do nol involve addi-

· tional beds (Criterion la) ai>d one. for. ·pr'!lects 
which do .involve adPitional· b.eds (Crit.eri!lI! 

· I~).FN~ Neither, of ·tile· twp ~riteda uS~ the·!ClpI 
"relocate." The '1lain. dispute bet)VeCn the parties on 
appeal is whether ':relocated" bOd~.are· ''ad91tional''. 
beds as contemplated. \lOder the Need Criteria for 

· Hospital Construction. . 

FN2. "He.l~seivlCe,';·1\S d~!iited· in the· 
.: .. Certffu;ate oj Need Revl ..... · ¥anual. is· a 

) Page 4 of? 
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diagnostic, treatment or rehabilitative ser
vice. 

FN3. The State flealth· Plan provide.· as ... 
follows: 

1. Need Criterion: 

. II. Projeets which do Dot Involve the 
addition of aDY acute eare beds: The 
ap'plieant sball ·document the need for the 
proposed project DocUmentation may 
consist ot; but is not limited to, citing of 

. licensure or rogulalOlJ code aeficiencies. 
institutional long-term plans (duly adop
ted by the governing board), reeom
meitdations . mad. by. consultlnt firms,. 
and deficiencies cited by accreditation 
agencies (JCAHO,· CAP, ete.). In· addi
tion, for projects wbich lnv.olve cpn, 
structiOli, renovation,· or expansion of 
emergency dOpartment mollities, the ap-· 
p.liClU\t shall include a statcmeQt indicat, 
ing whether the hospital ""II particiPll!e 
in the· statewide trawna system and de
senoe thelovel of participation, if8OY. 

b. Projects· which. iD.volve the ad4I/1OD 
of ·beds: The applic80l shall document 
the n~ for the proposed. proj eel. ln ad
dition to the documentation required ·as 
stated it! Need Critcrioq .(lXa) ti!e !'P" 
plieant shall docl"l'ent that. the· raeili,ty in . 
question has maintained .an occup""cy 
rat. of at'least 10. pereent for the most 
recent two (2) years •. 

. . . . 
'I 6. "J1.te ~\inction ~een the application of. Cri

. terion la <ir Criteriop !b.:is ~fI!cial ·~use Crj
. tcrion· lb· requjrOs . Ii more stringent .s!andara Qf 

proof than Criterion 11\..If:a PropoSllI involyes addi
tionlj! bed~, ~ petilioning· hospital must shOW that. 
it bas "roaintaiaed :80. oceupaney rn.1IO. of at Ij,ast 19 
pereent fodbe most recent two (2) years." There:is 
no such requ4em~ \1I19er. Criterion 1 .. In· this 
case, the Health Depai1metit applied Criterion 10, . . . . 

C 2008 ThomsonlWest No Claim to Orig. U.S. Gov!. Works. 
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finding that Singing River's application' did not in
volve additional beds. The chan""Uor reversed th. 
'issuance of the CON,'finding thanhe 'application 
·lIid· indeed. involve additional beds and. that Ih~ 

· Health Department should have applied Criterion lb. 

11 7. Therefore, Ihe issue before the Cour.t i~ whethtJ: 
the Singing River beds proposed to be relocated to 
·Ocean Springs are "additional" beds. Singing River 
and Ocean' Springs argue that relocated beds cannot' 
be OOlled additional beds. This argument is based 
on their (and the Health Departmenrs) interpreta-. 

.' tioQ of "",located. beds" as previously-Ii~ beds 
and of"addilional".beds·aS newly-licensed beds. . 

[3] 1 8. However, we must conSider the substance 
· of !he prQposal rather than its .lobel, St, Domin~

JacKson Memorial Hospital Y. Miss. SUite Dep't uj 
· Health. 128 So.2d 81, 89·(Miss.J998). To I'lake this' .. 

determin'!\ion, y;e look at the followingJac\QJs:' 

-.sil. 1.:·Th.e~·~19.;.ti9n~. of un';'~~, :lic~. beds 
. /r.om Singlrig R,iver to OcO!l1l Springs will rl;S1llt ill 

. . ·th. a4dlJion of sil'ty beds to Ocean Spr:i!lgs. Ocean 
Springs' . bed complement. will increase from 136· 
beds .11>..196 beds. There will l>e an .additlon", ~i1<IJ 
b¢S at Ocean. 'SpriQgs, whether ··tlJose :l?eds. are 
?elocated':' beds or newjy-Hcensed .. b¢S. . 

2 .. N:~ed Criie~ia.ll\ and ib dp not.ciill!llln the W9$ 
~relocate:J "r~locate~" or "rel,ocation." The- criteria 
merely speak to whether a bed is "additional .. " 

3. S~ction 41-i-19j' of the Miss.Code Ann. 
·(Rev.200~) del.ineates.Ib' "acthlities" fq, w!Jich I! 
CON ill ~ede4 •. Wheo speaking of a "relocation," 
41-7-191 refers t<! the relocation ~of.il beal)h car~ 
fuoiHty or. portion thereo.f," or of.$e "relOO!llion. IJf 
:Orie ·or lliore !)""lth ~l)rVices flU from. ·one. ph.Y'li<)a\ 
facility or. site to alibtlier. physiCal'. facii1ij or ~iio.· 
Miss.Cpde.~ ... § .. 41-7-ljll(I)(b) .. fJ< '. (e)l''' 
Singing River'~ CON'apRlicatioo ~oes'nQt'prqpose 
tlie relocatl~it of. a health. car. fa~iJily or of:one. or 
D)Qre iiealtb service~. Th.... twO. ~bi>arta are !he 
ooly prpvisions whi~h sp!'Ok of a relQC8tlol!.. . . . . " . . 

:-.~ 
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FN4. A ''health service," as defined in the 
Certificate. of Need Review Manual, is a. 
'diagnostic, treatment or nih.bilifatiVe· So'-

. vice .. 

FNS. Seclion §-41-7-191 provides in part 
as follows: 

(I) No person s!lall engage in any of the 
folloWing activities without 'obtaJDing 
the requirad certificate of need: .... 
(b) Th. relocation of a health care facil-
ity or portion thereot; ••• . 

••• 
(e) ThC relocation' of on. or more health 
servi",," from one' physical" facUity or' 
site to another physical faciuty Elf site .... 

: 4. Arguably, th~ r~loc~tion or some of a J)ealth CiIle. 
facility's bOds could be consider"" to be the reloca
tion .of a "porIion~ ot: that health CIll\> ·faciljty. But . 
~1~7-191(lXc) specifically spealis to changes:in.a 
health care fa.cility's number or .type of beds. A 
CON must be issued for "any change in the existing 

. bed compleI\leqt of any ho;al!h care· fac~ity through . 
the a~dition or conversion o(!IJIY b!=ds or the ~Itera
tion. modernizing. o~ refutbi!'bjJIg of any unit or di
partment in which the beds may be 
located .... "Miss.Cod. Ann. § 41-7-191(1)(0). Under 
the statute, a ""relocation" of a bed is no~ contell\'1 
plated to be "[a]ny change in the eiistirig bed com
plemenl" Instead, .changes in the existing bed com
plement 'are made eifuer by' adding new beds or by 
the "conversion" of beds. . . 

(4) 5. Th~' -Stale Heplth. J>lim ... d~ Il<!t d~fin. 
"conversion" bot llie Anierican Herliage Dictionary 

. of the !>ng/ish LqpgU<Jge. Mal. ed.). definllS.' 
·conver(' ~ "to 'change into. molber fo!m, sub-' 
~~ state or .pro4uc\; trqnsfprm; qansmute.».A 
reasonable interpretation PH, ot. sub~eclion. (c)'s 
llse .of·\he.word "conVer,lion" would therefore be' 
ihe chang<! of "!l .existlng bed inlo : another kind of 

<02008 ThomsoolWest. No Claim to Orig. U.S. Gov!. Works •. 
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bed, e.g .. tho conversion of a bed designated for pe>
diatric = .to·a bed designated for cardiac.care, . . . 

FN6 .•. "oUr duty ino earefully review stat
utory lailguage and apply its most reason
able intetpretation and meaning to the racts 
of a particular case." Pope v, Brock, 912 
·So.2d 935, 9)7 (Miss.2ooS). 

[5][6] 6. S~tion (cj does not us~ the words 
"relocate," "relocated" or "relocation,tI Yet other 
subsections of 41-7-191 do. We can only conclude 
that, If. the Legislature intended subsection (c) to 
cover "reloCated" beds, it would have stated sO in 
the statute.'"' . ' 

·FN7 •. "'rhe duty of this Court is to inte!pret 
the statUtes as Wri~n. It is not the duty of 
this' Court \0' add langUage where we see 
lit.. '[O]I!f. primary. objecti\,\? when. consln!
ing 'slatl\les is to adopt thqt inle!p!etation 
which will meei the true meaning of the . 
Legisl~: ." Sep MC71!ldi!!. v. B~anf!h, 866. " 

. So.2d· 429, .. 435, (Miss:2oo3):- (qu9\ing 
Stockstill v. SIple. 8s~· So.2d 1017,' 
1022-23 (Miss.2003». 

~814 7 .. The, Certiflcat.e of Need Review Manual. 
'which is p'ubli~hed by' the· Departm~l of· Health, 
lis .. : 14. word ·'r.lpcali~n" only wbe1I referring to 
"th .• relocation· of a rooility or selVle,e." "~IS 'S"", 

. Cert!fo>ate. of Need Revle1\" Ma"""I. Chapler 
8,Criteria Used by State Departmenl of Health for 
Evaluation of ProjectS, ; 5, ':Need for the Project," 
'p. 51. A proposal for the relocation 'of beds is nol 
dis~ed un!!er "Need for the Projec,t." 

. FN8. }1>e' Cer!ir~le .. of Need: 8eview' 
, Ma1!ual provld~ .iIi!$'l as foUo",,: . . .. . . . ',' ." . 

~~ Need fo~ ·.I~'eProJ"t. <m~ ~r mo{e of 
t1!e. fol.1QwiIIg: item,: may be, ~on,i~~ 

. iri· det-.ining wh~er "a peed. .for ·the 
. project ,,;dstS:' . . 
* * *.' . 

p. In the ..se of the reiOcatioit' of a fo~i?-

\ 
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ity or service. th. need that the populo
, tion .pr.sently served has. for !he service, 

Ihe extent to which that 'need will be met 
. adequately' by the proposed' relocation' or 

by a1temative arrangements, and th. ef
fecI of the relocation of the servioo on 
the' ability of low income persons, racial 
and ethnic minorities, women, handi
capped persons "11d other . unoerselVed 
groups, and the elderly, to obtain needed 
health care. 

Chapter 8, p. S I (empbasis added). 

, 9. Therefore, we find that the designation or label 
of a bed as ".relocated" or as "newly~1icensedn is ir-
1l'leVanl when detemiining, under the Need Criteria 
for Hospital Constru.ction,· whether a bed is addi-

· tidnal or' not: The relocation of untised but 'alresdY,- . 
licensed beds from on. health care facjlity to anoth
er is not contempla~d under· the relevant statute. 

· . The statute only JIli .. th~ word "relocatiQn" when 
s~ of th •. relo'C\llion of an en\ire or a portion 

. of-a health care.facUity, or of-heaJth seme..,not of 
• beds. The Need Criteria, for Hospital !=!OnstructiO,D 

do not contain tl\e words "reIOcate, relocated or re>
location." The Certificate of Need Review Manual 

· does not use the words "relocate, relocated or relo
cation" when speaking of be¢;. Fmally, 8nd most 
importantly, the proposal, in actuality, is for Ocean 
Springs 10 add sixty ~eds. 

'I 10. We find that the ~tale Health Department's .is
suance of a Certificate of Need to Singing River . 
Hospital S)'Bteni. is. not s.uppor;ed by substantial 
evi4ence liecause· the pr<?J'osal"in 'Sil)ging River's 
CON application result:! in Ibe· ad~iti~ of sixty 

, beds to·Ocean· Silrings Hospltal,BC>Ca!l~e sixty beds . 
woilld . be ."dded,. th~ . Sli!Ie Hl'aith. Deparhne~t 
sbould have.)ISOd Criterion 1 b ·(pertaining· 10 prl>
posals for Ibe adOilion of beds) under' the 'N9"d Cri
teria' for Hospital. CQnstryction irui~d of Crl~on 
I~ (pertaining. to l'rO~ which do nol include the 
ad<lition of beds). The Singing River Hospital Sys
tem bas confessed il .;annot meet the s~d in
cluded in Criterion' I b; t1ierefoce, the'. ~Ior 
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928 So.2d 810 
928 So.2d 8 \0 
(Cite as: 928 $o.2d 810) 

) 

was correct in revoking the CON issued to them. 

CONCLUSION 

~ II. We .rrum the chancellor's decision to <evoke 
the Health Departmeti.r. issuance or a certificate of 
need to the Singing River Hospital System for the 
relocation of beds from the Singing River Hospital 
to !he Oeean Sprlng. Hospital. . 

~ 12. AFFIRMED. 

SMlTII,. C.1., . COBB, P.l.; CARLSON AND 
DICKINSON, . 11, CONCUR. EASLEY AND 
dRAVES, Jl., DISSENT WITHOUT SEPARATE 
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.' Singing River Hasp'. System v. Biloxi Regional 

Medical Center . 
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